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Brief Project Description :

This project intends to prolsgl biological diversity within a number of pacific Islandeby facilitating the establishment o1 a series oi 1""g", diveree Conservation AreaProjects or CAPs (terrestrial, marine and combin"if in whieh there are agreeacriteria for development based on long-term ecological sustainability. Empha"i""i, oo
-assisting local partnerships to develop sustainable management structures forbiodiversity conservation. Aneiltary activities, Iinked to specifi-c CAps whei" por"tf",include information dissenination, training attachments, species protection an4action-oriented conservation policy analysis.

The emphasis is on facilitating local communities, NGOs and government agencies toestablish together viable management systems for biodiversity conservation andsustainable development. The lead facilitating role for each CAp will be held by anagency of national, provincial or local government, a land-holding group or iocalcommunity, a local or international conservation NGO, or a consortium of the above.There will be a bias toward facilitating models which achieve concrete outpute andwhich are likely to be replicable in other areas within the region. These models willhave been well tested and documented by the end of the programme.
National coverage of the SpBCp
The following fourteen Pacific Island countries are eligible for direct support from thesPBCP: cook Islands, Federated states of Microiresia, Fiji, rilfati, Marshall
Islands, Nauru, Niue, Palau, solomon Island.s, Tokelau, Tongu, Trrlralu, vanuatu, andWestern Samoa. It is hoped that all will participate in and benefit from the prolect.
Papua New Guinea @NG) is excluded because it is the recipient of a separate GEFbiodiversity allocation. GEF funds will not be used directly to support activities inAmerican samoa, French Polynesia, Guam, New caledonia, the Northern MarianaIslands, Pitcairn, and Wallis and. Futuna. However, these SpREp members and pNG
can participate in SPBCP activities if financed from other sources or through
exehanges of services. The spBCp will keep informed of the pNG GEF programme,
and exchange information and coordinate as appropriate.
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The south Pacific Biodiversity Gonseruation programme:

A Summary

The South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation
Programme (SPBCP) is a five year endeavour ro
facilitate identification, establishnent and
initial management of a series of in-country
Conservation Area Projects (CAPs). For the
purposes of the SPBCP, a "Conservation Area"
is a large, diverse area which contains
important features for the conservation of the
biological diversity ofthe region or country, and
in which there are agreed criteria for
development based, on long-term ecological
sustainability.

The proposed Conservation Areas are
terrestrial and/or marine resource management
schemes incorporating development activities
which respect and enhance the natural
environment, while providing for the economic
well-being of the local resource owners and
communities. The distinction from a national
park or reserve is the SPBCP's acceptance of
the need for communities to continue to use
their natural environment for their subsistence
and economic well-being.

In most Pacific island countries the ownership
of land, natural resources and, in some cases,
marine areas, .rests with families, clans or
villages under a variety of customary tenure
systems. Because of this, the intimate
involvement of local land and resource owning
groups in the planning, establishment and
management of Conservation Areas is
fundamental to the long-term success of the
SPBCP.

While the primary goal of the programme is the
conservation of biodiversity, a major focus of
each CA project will be improvement of the
economic and social well-being of local
communities through sustainable development.
There will be a range of ancillary or supportive
activities related to individual CAs - to support
protection of rare or threatened species,
improve the local awareness of the importance
of biodiversity conservation, and develop
educational and training activities and
materials.

The project's initial efforts will be concentrated
on establishing a few model CAs to gain
experience in this innovative approach and
establish the CA methodologies which will be
applied to other CAs.

The SPBCP will use GEF financial support for
the following activities:

1. Project management

(a) Programme Manager for 48 months, to
manage the SPBCP overall under the
SPREP umbrella; coordinate consultancies,
organise support for individual CA projects;
support project staff; supervise all reporting;

(b) two Programme Offrcers (Conservation
Areas) for 45 months: assistance to
Programme Manager with technical
management of SPBCP and support for CA
projects;

(c) Programme Officer (Species Protection): 50%
funding for 48 months: responsible for
species protection and other biodiversity
work coordination by SPREP.

2. Support to facilitate in -country
Conseruation Area proj ects

(a) CA Project Support Offi.cere (CASO); to work
with local groups and government agencies
within countries to establish and manage
CAPs:

(b) identification of candidate CA projects and
development of country-specific and site-
specific strategies for the establiehment of
CAPs;

(c) CA coordination groups responsible for local
participation and Coneervation Area
planning, securing endorsement of
goverrunent and local land-owing groups;

(d)support for biodiversity conservation,
sustainable resource use and communitv
development activities within CAs:

(e) support for information and education
activities to improve awarenees and
involvement among local communities
working on CAPs;



(f) training and workshop activities for Pacific
Island nationals working on CA projects.

3. Regi,onal actiuities

(a) support to establish and maintain databases
and organise information, at local CAP,
national and regional levels, on biodiversity,

its use and conservation; collaboration with
environment and development organistions,
and dissemination of SPBCP findings to
guide policies and programmes in the region:

ft) implementation of species protection strateg-
es, particularly for marine mammal, turtles
and bird species.

Section A: Context of the Project

1. Background and descriptionsl of the
sub-sector

Backgraund. The limited land and coastal
marile areas of South Pacific2 island countries
are under pressure from growing populations
and rising material expectations. The natural
resources upon which these countries depend
are sensitive to ecological disturbance and are
easily degraded. Poor natural resource
management and poorly-planned or executed
development activities are depleting the limited
renewable natural resource base. Increasingly,
sustainable resource management is recognised
by Pacific islanders as integral to their long-
term economic development. To varying
degrees, governments have institutionalised
their role in environmental planning and
management with supporting legislation and
regulations, but implementation is often
ineffective.

Attempts to protect areas of important
biological diversity through nature reserves and
parks have generally been unsatisfactory.
Alienation of land and resources in protected
areas without recognition of or negotiation
with, local land and resource owners has led to
conflict with the people whose support is
eesential if such areas zrre to succeed. Where
protected areas have been established, they
often encompass too small an area tn be
ecologically viable over the long term.
Furthermore, their management is dependent
on continual donor aid which, if terminated
and in the absence of local support, results in
the effective collapse ofthe protected area.

Many South Paci.fic people rely heavily on the
biological resources of the natural environment
to supplement their subsistence or semi-
subsistence lifestyles.

Most of the land, some near shore marine areas
and the rights to harvest certain types of
resources are held in customary ownership by
indigenous people. Government power over
land allocation or alienation is restricted in all
but a few countries; this severely limits the
ability of government to establish areas for the
conservation of biodiversity. Conversely, the
close participation, commitment and
cooperation of local communities and
landowning groups is essential if biodiversity
conservation objectives are to be realised.

The South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation
Programme (SPBCP) recognises this and will
achieve biologrcal diversity conservation goals
by facilitating the involvement of local
communities, NGOs and government agencies
in the establishment and management of a
series of Conservation Area Projects which
incorporate community development based on
the ecologically sustainable use of natural
resources.

For the purpose of the SPBCP, biological
diversity is defined as "the variabiJ.ity among
lir.irrg organisms from all sources including,
inter alia, te/restrial, marine and other aquatic
ecosystems and the ecological complexes of
which they are part; this includes diversity
within species, between species and of
ecosystems."

This section incorporates material from two reviews carried out for the PA Team: l) "An Overview of the Terrestrial
Biodiversity of Pacific Islands" (David Given, April 1992); and ii) "Marine Biological Diversity in the CentraVSouth
Pacific Realm with Emphasis on the Small Island States" (Paul Holthus, SPRDP, February 1992).

"South Pacific" is a term often used for the Pacific Island countries and territories, including those islands north of the
Equator. South Pacific, Pacific Island Countries, Oceania and PICs are used interchangeably in this document.



Biodiversity in the Pacific lslands

The Pacific Ocean encompasses one-third of the
globe -- as much as the Indian, Atlantic and
Arctic Oceans combined -- and is the planet's
largest single geographical feature. Globally,
the tropics harbour a major proportion of the
planet's terrestrial and marine biological
diversity. The tropical insular South pacific
region is notable for its high levels of species
diversity and endemism and the Pacific islands
are thought to contain the world's highest
proportion of endemic species3 per unit of land
area or human inhabitant. Species diversity is
highest on the larger continental high islands of
the western Pacific but high levels of endemism
occur throughout the region due to the isolated
evolution of island species. The region is also
home to the most extensive reef systems in the
world and to vast and complex marine
ecosystems.

Five of the countries participating in the
SPBCP are particularly important for therr
wealth of biodiversity: Fiji, Palau, the Solomon
Islands, Vanuatu and Western Samoa. papua
New Guinea and New Caledonia are of
particular conservation importance also; the
former has a separate, GEF project concerned
with establishing a couple of pilot Integrated
Conservation and Development schemes
(ICADs); the latter is in need of major support
for conservation initiatives. New Caledonia is
identified as a "critical centre', of species
diversity because ofits very high levels ofplant
endemism (79.5o/o of known flowering plants)
and marine biodiversity.

The biological diversity of islands is among the
most critically threatened in the world. In the
space of a few months, isolated and endemic
species can be, and are being, lost through the
destruction of habitat or through the
introduction of predators and competing alien
species. It is estimateda that about 75o/o of
mammal and bird species which have become
extinct in recent history were island-dwelling
species. The terrestrial biodiversity review
commissioned for the SPBCP cites birds "as an
outstanding example of depletion resulting
from the impact of human actions on Pacific
island environments.

Worldwide, the largest number of docunented
extinctions (28 between 1600 - 1899 and 28 this
century) has occurred on ielands of Oc.eania
which now has more threatened species (I10)
than any other." It has been estimated5 that
there are roughly 7 times more endangered bird
species per capita in the South Pacific than in
the Caribbean, 50 times more than in South
America, and a hundred times more than in
North America or Africa.

Other island animal and plant taxa also tend to
be far more endangered than thoee which are
continental. The result is a relatively large
number of endangered (and extinct) species in a
region where the scientific and financial
resources available to deal with the problems
are very limited. These,consideratiorut argue
for a high priority for biodiversity conservation
in the South Pacific.

Virtually all of the islands in the South Pacific
region are entirely coastal in character. That
is, all parts of the island inlluence or are
influenced by processes and activities (rccuring
on coastal lands and in near shore waters. The
damage or destruction of productive coastal
resources and fisheries is a universal problem
in the region where coral reefs are being
destroyed by construction, dredging, pollution.
siltation, and dynamiting or poisoning for fish.
Mangroves and seagrass beds are often lrilled
and dredged or silted over. Modern boats and
fishing techniques combined with increased
fishing pressure have driven aome coastal
species (such as giant clams), dugongs and sea
turtles to extinetion in local areas, and left
others seriously depleted.

The establishment of the 200-mile exclusive
economic zones @EZ) under the Law of the Sea
Convention has brought most of the ocean area
in the region under national jurisdictions. This
however, is accompanied by an enormous
responsibility for a small number of people to
also manage the biological diversity of these
huge ocean areas which are aleo of
international signficance. To date, a
systematic determination of which aspects of
marine biological diversity or which kinds of
sites of the habitat which support marine
biodiversity of international importance has not
been carried out.

3

4

The source is "Profitable Enuironm,enlal Prolection" ruSAID Pacific Islands regional project 8?g-0023; August lggl).
McNeely, J- et al, "Conseruing the World's Biodiuersity" (IucN, World Resources Institute, Coneervation International
and World Bank; lg90) page 41.

Dahl' L. Arthur, "Oceania's Most Pressing Enuironrnental Concerns" (In AMBIO, Volume XIII No. b-6, 19E4, pp. 2g6-S0f).



An international panel of marine ecientists and
conservationists in 1989 selected the "Seven
Underwater Wonders of the World"6 which
included the marine area of Belau (Palau) and
had considered nominations for Enewetak Atoll
(Marshall Islands), Bismark Sea @NG) and
Truk Lagoon (Federated States of Micronesia).
In L974, an international comparative study of
coral reef research sites? selected the following
coral reefs areas from the Pacific as important
for research: the Caroline Islands @alau and
FSIO, the Marshall Islands, Tuvalu, Kiribati,
Fiji and American Samoa. For both of these
studies, biological diversity was quantitatively
considered and was only one of many selection
criteria.

Human lmpacts on regional biodiversity

Human colonisation of the Pacific islands has
resulted in radicai changes to the biodiversity of
the region. Pre-European cultures were
undoubtedly responsible for the introduction of
alien species and the alteration to patterns of
biodiversity such as the development of grass
and fernlands on drier leeward slopes of some
islands. On most islands, however, there seems
to have existed a fairly stable pre-European
equilibrium which was maintained both by
natural regulation of human populations and
by less destructive utilisation of the natural
resources. The maintenance of the health of
the communities was dependent on the
maintenance of biodiversity not only in the
crops gtown but also in the plants and animals
available for foraging from the wild.

European colonisation brought rapid changes.
The widespread introduction of coconut
plantations with the early European contact
reduced much of the terrestrial biodiversity of
many Pacific islands. Many accidental and
intentional introductions of animals and plants
have wreaked havoc on indigenous species. The
colonisation was based on exploitation at an
unprecedented scale of the natural resources-
land, forests, fisheries of the Pacific ielands.
The pattern continues: today the biological
resources of the South Pacific are under
increasing pressure from rapidly expanding
human populations and the effects of resource
eiploitation and unsustainable development.

Large scale forest logging, commercial
agriculture, associated land clearing, and fires
have severely modified or destroyed important
habitats and ecosystems with a resultant loss of
biodivereity. Increasing human populations
have meant an intensification of shifting
agriculture in many countries and the depletion
of marginal forest lands and other habitats.
Mining has occurred on a large scale on some
islands notably New Caledonia and the
phosphate - rich islands of Nauru and Banaba
where whole ecosystems have been destroyed.

Land degradation associated with the above
activities has accelerated soil erosion, leading to
the siltation of waterways and near shore
marine areas, and degraded freshwater, lagoon
and coral reef ecosystems. Inshore marine
ecosystems throughout the region have also
suffered from dredging for construction
materials and there has been widespread
damage to mangrove ecosystems from urban
development.

The loss of ecosystems and habitats has had a
serious impact on individual species. Thie is
exacerbated by the over-harvesting of wildMe
and commercially valuable species, especially
marine species. For smaller islands, such as
the atolls, up to 7O% of the indigenous plant
species are in danger of extinctionss. The
species loss which has occurred, and is still
occurring, makes action to conserve the
remaining biological diversity of the South
Pacific region urgent.

Biodiversity and sustainable development

The problem of conserving biological diversity
cannot be separated from the larger issues of
social and economic development. The people of
the South Pacific rely heavily on the livine
natural resources of their small island
countries, including the surrounding ocean, for
subsistence and for their economic, social and
cultural well-being.

Anon, 1989. Seven Wonders of the World. In Reef Encounter p. 19 (Newsletter of the International Society of Reef
Studies) No. 6.

Dahl, A.L., I.G. Maclntyre and A. Antonius. 1974. A comparative survey of coral reef research sites, pp 37-120. ln
Sachet M.H. and A.L. Dahl (eds), Comparative Investigations of Tropical Reef Ecosystems: Background for an Integrated
Coral Reef Programme. Atoll Research Bull. 172.

Thaman, R., "Vegetation of Nauru and the Gilber Islands: Case Studies of Poverty, Degradation, Disturbance, and
Displacement" (to be published, Pacific Science, Vol 46, 1992).



The culture of island societies is inextricably
linked to the diversity of their natural plant
and animal species. This close affrnity with the
natural environment is reflected in the use of
many of the living natural resources for
artisanal economic and medicinal purposes:
trees alone serve at least twelve distinct
ecological functions and have over sevenrv
cultural uses9.

The coastal areas of islands in the South Pacific
are the location of the vast majority of human
habitation, the focus of subsistence and
commercial agricultural and fisheries activities
and the target of most economic development.
This combination of factors is increasingly
resulting in coastal habitats and the biological
diversity they support being destroyed and
degraded. In addition, coastal marine areas of
the region now face the threat of sea level rise
due to global warming.

These problems are widespread and in some
areas urgent, as the potential for sustainable
development of coastal areas and resources and
the conservation of marine biological diversity
is being permanently lost or compromised. The
SPBCP offers an opportunity for much of the
destruction, degradation, and depletion of
coastal habitats, biodiversity and values to be
avoided, reduced or mitigated through land and
coastal management and planning.

Biodiversity conservation is fundamental to
environmentally sustainable development. The
South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation
Programme (SPBCP) is designed to promote
biodiversity conservation in the Pacific Islands.
Although it is clear that population planning
and systematic surveys of the biological
diversity in the region are important
considerations in promoting sustainable
development, the SPBCP will focus on
biodiversity conservation and sustainable
development through the establishment of a
number of Conservation Area Projects (CAPs).

Unfortunately, many current development
options are not sustainable in the long term
because they severely. endanger biodiversity,
both regionally and locally. Many examples can
be found in urban, industrial, agricultural,
forestry, fisheries, mining and tourism
development. Reasons for the neglect of
biodiversity conservation include: 1) lack of

incentives for the conservation of biodiversity
ae an integral part of the development procees;
and 2) lack of regional and government
commitment to, or infrastructure for the
promotion of the conservation of biodiversity.
Additiond factors include increasing population
and increasing poverty (in both eash and
subsistence terms) which both place increasing
pressures on scarce biological resources and
important ecosystems, particularly in rapidly
expanding urban areas.

For most Pacific Island societies, biodiversity is
not just a matter of scientific, economic,
recreational or ecological value. It is a capital
inheritance, passed on by past generations to
current and future generations, as a basis for
"sustainable development". Suetainable
development, in this context, is seen as the
management or use of this biodiversity
inheritance (ecosystems and their component
plants and animals) for the sustainable
provision ofboth the subsistence (non-cash) and
commercial (cash) needs of Pacific Island
countries and their resident communities, while
at the same time protecting or enhaneing rare,
endangered and culturally and economically
valuable ecosystems and biodiversity and
sustainable resource-use systems for the benefit
offuture generations.

Biodiversity conservation is, thus, seen aa
perhaps the most important basis for the
development and survival (i.e. sustainability) of
Pacific societies.

2. Host (regional) strategy

The governments of South Pacific island states
have addressed their environmental
management concerns by creating the South
Pacific Regional Environmental Programme
(SPREP). SPREP was inaugurated in 1982 at
the Conference on the Human Environment in
the South Pacific held in Rarotonga, the Cook
Islands. The conference followed consultations
among island governments, the South Pacific
Bureau for Economic Cooperation (since
renamed the Forum Secretariat), the South
Pacific Commiesion (SPC), UNEP and ESCAP.

9 Thu-"n, R. and Clarke W., 198?.



Following a 1990 decision to separate from the
SPC, SPREP is in the process of formally
establishing itself as an independent regional
Intergovernmental Agency working directly on
behaU of the twenty-two island governments
and administrations of the region. SPREP is
recognised regionally and internationally as the
key environmental agency of the countries of
the Pacific Islande. It is funded from voluntary
contributions of member Governmen6l0 plus
contributions from ADB. UNDP and others.

SPREP's 1991 - 1995 Action Planlr, a regional
strategy identifying various priorities for
environmental asgessment, environnental
management and law, species protection and
protected areas provides the framework for
environmentally-sound planning and
management for the region. In addition to the
broad mandate of the Action Plan, SPREP has a
more specific responsibility for the conservation
of biodiversity in the region through its role as
implementing agency for the "Action Strategy
for Nature Conseruation in the South Pacific
Regior1"r2 which was endorsed by governments
at SPREP's September 1990 Inter-
Governmental Meeting.

The Conventaon on Biological Divercity

At the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro (June,
1.992), eight Pacific Island Statesls which are
also participants in the SPBCP signed the
Convention on Biological Diversity. The
fundamental principle of the Convention is that
States have the sovereign right to exploit their
own resources pursuant to their own
environmental policies and the responsibility to
ensure that activities within their jurisdiction
or control do not cause damage to the
environment of other States or areas beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction (Article 3).

Articles 6 and 8 of the Convention include
requirements for contraeting parties to:

'. "develop national strategies, plans or
programmes for the conservation and
sustainable use of biological diversity or
adapt for this purpose existing strategies,
plans or programmes..." [Article 6(a)]:

"establish a system of protected areas or
areas where special measures need to be
taken to conserve biological diversity"
[tuticle 8(a)];

"develop, where necessary, guidelines for the
selection, establishment and management of
protected areas or areas where special
measures need to be taken to conserve
biological diversity" [Article 8(b)] ;

"regrrlate or manage biological resources
important for the conservation of biological
diversity the apty whether within or outside
protected areas, with a view to ensuring
their conservation and sustainable use"

lArticle 8(c)l;

r "cooperate in providing financial and other
support for in-situ conservation
particularly to developing countries" [Article
8(m)l;

"promote environmentally sound and
sustainable development in areas adjacent
to protected areas with a view to furthering
protection of these areas" lArticle S(e)];

"endeavour to provide the conditions needed
for compatibility between present use and
the conservation of biological diversity and
the sustainable use of its components"
lArticle 8(i)l;

"..- respect, preserve and maintain
knowledge, innovations and practices of
indigenous and local eommunities
embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for
the conservation and sustainable use of
biological diversity and promote their wider
application with for the approval and
involvement of the holders of such
knowledge, innovations and practices and
encourage the equitable sharing of the
benefits arising from the utilisation of such
knowledge, innovations and practice"
[Article 80)]; and

"develop or maintain necessary legislation
and./or other regulatory provisions for the
protection of threatened species and
populations" [Article 8(k)].

l0

ll

t2

Thc twenty-two island members are listed in Annex 7. In addition, Australia, France, New Zealand and the USA are
members.

The " 1991-1995 Action Plan for Managing the Enuiron.ment ol the South Pacific Region" was approved in Noumea, New
Caledonia, by member governments in July 1991.

This was developed by government offcials, SPREP, NGOs, and IUCN during SPREP's Fourth South Pacific Conference
on Nature Con*servatron and Protected Areas @ort Vila, Vanuatu, September 1989). It was adopted at the same
meetlng.

The following SPBCP member countries are signatories to the Convention on Biological Diversity, Cook Islands, FSM,
Marshall Islands, Nauru, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Western Samoa.

l3



The South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation
Programme will work within the guidelines and
spirit of the Convention, will work with SPREP
to encourage other SPBCP participating
countries to become signatories and will assist
them to comply with the Convention.

Regional Conventions and Strategies

The governments of the South Pacific have
negotiated two international conventions which
have direct bearing on the conservation of
biodiversity. These are the Convention on the
Conservation of Nature in the South Pacific
(known as the Apia Convention) and the
Convention Protection of the Natural Resources
and the Environment of the South Pacific
Region (the SPREP Convention). Both
Conventions entered into forcel4 in lgg0. The
former focuses on the protection of biodiversity
through the establishment and management of
national and regional systems of protected
areas whereas the latter addresses the
protection of the marine envi.ronment and calls
for the conservation of marine and terrestrial
biodiversity. As the Secretariat for both
Conventions and as the implementing agency
for the SPBCP, SPREP is in a unique position
to ensure that the SPBCP is implemented
within the framework of the two Conventions.

The Actiorr. Strategy for Nature Conseruation
antd Proteated Areas in the South Pacific is a
regional strategy for the promotion of
sustainable development and the coneervation
of biodiversity. The Strategy was prepared by
SPREP, IUCN, government officials and non
government participants at the Fourth South
Pacific Conference on Nature Conservation and
Protected Areas.held in Port Vila, Vanuatu in
1989. The Strategy was adopted by the
conference and subsequently endorsed by the
governments of the region at the SPREP IGM
in 1990. The Strategy recognises the important
role of local landowners and communities in the
conservation of biodiversity and seeks to
encourage recognition of its importance to
Pacific island societies and sustainable
economic development based on the region's
biodiversity. The SPBCP is consistent with the
Action Strategy.

3. Prior and on-going assistance

Summary of Ongoing Environmental
Assistance.

A considerable amount of aseistance is being
provided to Pacific Island countries both
directly and through SPREP for a wide range of
environmental management and planning
activities. Details are provided in Annex 6 and
summarised in Table 1, a preliminary overview
of the type and magnitude of past, ongoing and
planned assistance in this sector.

Overall support for environmental activities
within the region from various donors and
NGOs has been about $5 million to SPREP and
roughly $15 million to individual countriee and
non-SPREP recipients between 1988/89 and
1992. Over $16 million more, including this
programme, is likely to be provided to SPREP
within the next few years. While financial
support to SPREP is increasing quite
substantially, planned new environmental
assistance outside of SPREP activities appeare
to be growing relatively modestly. Annex 8
provides details of assistance which is provided
directly to SPREP.

Assistance to Develop the SPBGP Framework:
the PFF.

For a number of years, efforts to protect the
biological diversity of countries of the South
Pacific suffered from the lack of resources.
Therefore, the establishment of the Global
Environment Facility (GEF) in 1990 and the
rnvitation to SPREP to prepare project
proposals for consideration under this Fund
was seen as a major breakthrough for the
countries of the region in protecting their
valuable biodiversity. A project concept
document was prepared by SPREP in 1990 and
was submitted to the GEF after receiving
endorsement by a number of Pacific island
countries.

By late 1990, the Apia Convention had been ratified by Australia, the Cook Islands, Fiji, France and Western Samoa.
The SPREP Convention had been ratified by Australia, Cook Islande, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, France,
MarshaLl Islands, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, solomon lslands, and western samoa.



A "Project Formulatiort, Fram,ework' (PFF)
report was developed by UNDP and SPREP for
the South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation
Programme in April 1991. The PFF, essentially
a preliminary draft of this document, spelled
out the overall approach of the SPBCP, the
level of funding, lilely GEF and other inputs,
and a range of possible activities. The PFF was
considered by representatives of Pacific Island
governments, NGOs and academics/scientists
during a "Workshop on the Conservation of
Biodiversity" held in Port Vila, Vanuatu in
October 1991 to introduce the SPBCP. See

Annex 11.

Participants at the Port Vila meeting expressed
concern about the foUowing aspects of the PFF:

r the concept of conservation area should be
clearly defined;

. financial arrangements should allow rapid
disbursement of funds;

. implementation strategies need to be
carefully considered for such a complex
programme;

o the lack of expertise and staff numbers
within the region to implement in-country
activities should be adequately considered;

r the lengthy negotiations required to
establish a conservation area should be
clearly understood in activity design and
timing;

r the programme needs to focus on long term
management and maintenance of
conservation areas;

o there may be some opposition by some
governments to the use of NGOs operating
at the local level;

o the programme should place (economic)
resource values on the Conservatton Areas:
and

r there is a need to work with land-owning
groups to develop sustainable development
practices.

This document develops the basic ideas of the
PFF whiie addressing the points expressed by
the government representatives who endorsed
the concept.

The process developing national
environmental management strategies

SPREP is strengthening environmental
legislation and policy frameworks in the Pacific
Island countries through the development of
national environmental ma na geme nt strate gres
through ADB support (RETA) in five countries
and UNDP/AIDAB support in seven (NEMS).
The twelve assessments - with differing
procedures and designations in each country,
are to be completed during 1993. Based on
"State of the Environment", legislative, policy,
and educational reviews in each country, they
will identify institutional areas that need
strengthening.

The NEMSiRETA process, and similar exercises
in Fiji (ADB-funded), Tokelau ({JNV through
UNDP) and Vanuatu (Canadian and AIDAB-
funded), are establishing working dialogues
among concerned parties in each country
(Government officials, NGOs, local communities
and local land-owning groups), to establish
national consensue regarding sustainable
development practices.

National environmental strategies and detailed
inplementation plans are expected to be
adopted by each country. The RETA/NEMS
efforts are being supported through in-country
training of relevant Government natural
resource managers and provide a context for
more specific action-oriented biodiversity
initiatives. Each NEMS/RETA report will
contain statements of principle dealing with
biodiversity conservation issues, relevant draft
legislation, and recommendations for specific
biodiversity activities.

Legalframework

RETAJNEMS consultancies and other studies
underway during 1992 are reviewing the legal
frameworks for environmental planning and
management in a dozen Pacific Island
countries, To conplement these efforts, for the
SPBCP an assessment of legal and institutional
options for managing Conservation Areas has
been undertaken during the PA phase. See
Annex 12.



Table 1- Estimated Regional Environmental Assistance: US$ millions

Source Directto SPREP Otlrerthan SPREP Commenls

1989 - 92 19S3.96 1989 -92 l9S3- 96

Totals 5.3 19.3 15.5 10.8

ADB 1.2 0.3 0.8

AIDAB 1 .5 1.5 6.0 3.5 approx. ind. sea level and climate dtange

Canada 0.7 0.1 2.6 future C-SPOD funding uncertain

CFTC 0.1 0.2 meteorologist (tentative)

EC 5.0 Excl. "Ecology in Dev Counfies, PNG, Sl

ESCAP 0.5 mainlY meelings

France 0.2 SPREP legal officer (3 years)

GEF 10.0 0.6 $0.6m, IOI marine

Greenpeace 0.2 mostlY SPREP ECO

Grz 2.0

tucN 0.1 0.1

Mac,Arthur Fn 0.8 0.2 approximate

NZ 0.5 1.0 0.5

ODA 0.1 0.2 0.'l UNV for SPACHEE

SSCN 0.2 exludes mnfibulions to local WS communfies

TNC 0.5

UNDP 0'3 1'7 $2'5m lor PMI projecl; $0'4m in new tunds

UNEP 1.0 0.5 0.2 estimated

UNFPA 1.0 human Populaton related

usAlD 4 2 PEP $2.7m; eeforesby $1'5m

USDOI 0.3 mainlY Micronesia

wwF 0.1 0.5 2.0

Other 0.1 0.1 0.1 EWC

Notes:

1) based on t'ollowing April 1992 erchange rates for LIS$1.00: A$LSI, C$1.18, DM 1.66, ECU 0.81, and UK!0.58.

2) Tolals erclude nr,uch forestry-related work which is enuironnenl-rc1'ated.

3) NDAB assunres At0.4m/War ta SPREP post-1992 phts A82m for sea leuel rise.

4) Excludes PNG (US$Sn front. GEF).

Environmental lmpact Assessments

SPREP is developing' environmental impact
assessment @IA) procedures and standards for
the region; these will contain guidelines for
biodiversity impacts. EIA's have mixed success
internationally but can be effective mechanisms
to in{luence national development planning and
project approval processes to help ensure that
the conservation ofbiodiversity is respected. At
least fifteen SPREP EIA courses are planned in
the region during 1992 and 1993.

Biodivercity Database.

There have been, and are on-going, broad-scale

efforts such as Geo-Information Syetems (GIS)
surveys, land-use surveys and forestry mapping
exercises that identi& critical habitats.
However, at egislationese efforts are not well
coordinated and produce information in
scattered unlinked forms that cannot be easily
used by others involved in related biodiversity
activities. UNEP support to SPREP will
provide computer equipment, a digitizer, and
training in relevant database development;
however this is a stopgap measure; there is no
funding secured to consolidate existing
information or to maintain and update the
database system.



Previous activities to identify conservation
areas

There is not yet an agreed system for
classifying ecosystems or criteria for
conservation area selection in the region. As
deecribed below, several specific areas have
been identified as poasible CAs. To date,
however, no conservation areas along the lines
contemplated by the SPBCP have been
established.

Existing proposals for establishing
conservation areas and proiects

When the SPBCP Preparatory Assistance Team
assembled in early 1992, there were already at
least six preliminary proposals or initial
concept papers from governments or regional
organisations regarding possible projects for
SPBCP monetary support. Most were informal
submissions with no official backing by the
national government. By late July a dozen
proposals, listed in Annex 14, had been
received. Some of these were outside the scope
of the SPBCP but others were excellent initial
drafts ofprojeet ideas worth developing further.
In general, the present iituation is that SPBCP
has received suggestions for support for projects
which define reasonably well both the
biodiversity of specific Iocations and the
rationale for external assistance. In most cases,
the initial proposals do not adequately address
the role of the landowners, the links between
national government and local communities,
management of sites, or mechanisms for
financial control.

On going faunal species consenration
activities

The high level of species endemism within the
region's bfud populations the cultural and
subsistence importance of marine turtles to
Pacific Islanders and the importance of the vast
Pacific ocean as habitat for many of the world's
marine mammal species, justifies a concerted
effort on the part of Pacific island countries to
conserve these animals. The migratory status
of marine turtles and mammals, and some bird
species, means that conservation cannot be
achieved solely through national efforts and
requires a coordinated regional effort. In
recognition of this, SPREP has worked with
regional ar:d international experts to develop
regional conservation programmes for these
species.

SPREP's Regional Marirrc Tu.rtle Cortseruotion.
Prograntnte provides a regional framework for
country-specific population census and taggrng
project, biological research. habitat
conservation, training, public education and
awareness and database development. The
programme has been supported by ICOD
funding, which will expire in 1993, and the
Australian Governm ent.

At the request of the SPREP IGMs in 1989 and
1990, Regional Expert Working Groups have
developed two other regional species
conservation programmes: the Regional Bird
Corrceruatiott Progratnnte and the Regional
Marine Mammals Conseruation hograrnute.
The former was adopted by the governments of
the region at the SPREP IGM in 1991 and by
the Annual Conference of the International
Council for Bird Preservation (ICBP) in the
same year. The latter is expected to be adopted
by the IGM in September 1992. Neither
Programme has been implemented to date due
to lack of funding.

The Regional Bird Conservation Programme
aims to ensure the wise management of bird
communities and their habitats in order to
facilitate the recovery of endangered species
and the conservation of all other indigenous
species. It includes population surveys,
information gathering, species recovery
planning and plan implementation and
education as its main activities. The Regional
Marine Mammals Programme aims to develop
institutional arrangements for monitoring and
recording the status of marine mammal
populations in the region, gathering
information, undertaking education and
awareness raising and supporting conservation
research.

In addition to the work associated with the
above programmes, there are usually a number
of fauna conservation related projects
underway in the countries of the region. Recent
projects of .this type include surveys of
saltwater crocodiles, dugongs and fruit bats in
Palau, surveys of avifauna in Micronesia,
American Samoa, and Western Samoa, recovery
plan development and implementation for the
endangered Rarotongan flycatcher (Cook
Islands) and the development of policy and
regulations for the management of wildlife in
the Solomon Islands.
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Previous protected area awareness and
training activities

Since l9?4, a four-yeally regional Conference
on Protected Areas and Nature Conservation
has focused on promoting the establishment of
protected areas, institutional building for
conservation, promoting conservation policy
and legislation at the national and regional
levels, strpporting conservation education and
awaleness raising and promoting training in
protected area and natural resource
management.

A comprehensive regional protected area
management training course was held in
conlunction rvith the Third South Pacific
National Parks and Reserves Conference in
1985. Further similar courses have not been
arranged because of lack of formal protected
areas in the region, lack of personnel who
would benefit from protected area management
training, the inefficiency of regional courses
vefsus in-country training, and the desirability
of providing training in integrated approaches
to resource conservation.

In recognition of these points, and the coastal
character of the island nations of the region,
SPREP carried out three sub-regional Coastal
Zone Management. Training Courses in 1988/89
which emphasised the ecological inter-
dependence of the terrestrial and marine
environments in the island setting and the need
for an integrated approach and inter-agency co-

operation in resource management.

Training in ecological (terrestrial and marine)
and fauna survey techniques has been provided
to government and NGO personnel in those
countries where survey projects have taken
place. This has usually been through
counterpart attachments and on an ad-hoc
basis. The lack of a professional scientific
czrreer structure and personnel movements in
the government agencies often mean that the
full benefits ofsuch training are not realised.

4. lnstitutional framework for the
subsector

Regional Framework

As described (Section A2 above), SPREP is the
institution directly responsible for
environmental matters within the Pacific
Islands region operating under a broad Action
Plan. Proposals for new activities trre
submitted to an annual Inter-Governmental
Meeting (IGM) and items endorsed by the IGM
are included in SPREP's Work Programme for
the following two years. An expansion of the
SPREP work programme, an increase in staff
positions, the current evolution from an SPC
programme into an autonomous regional
organisation, and the 1992 move from the SPC

headquarters in New Caledonia to a permanent
site in Western Samoa have put SPREP under
considerable short-term operational and
institutional pressures.

There are several other regional bodies with
environmental interests and activities:

. the South Pacific Applied Geoscience

Co n rnissiotr. (SOPAC), an intergoverrunental
organization responsible for investigating
mineral and other non-living resource
potential and for building up an inventory of
geological data to aesist with tesource
assessmen!, coastal development and hazard
evaluatiou

c the Forutn Fisheries Agen'ey (FFA) which
deals with fish and other living sea

resources;

. the (lniuersity of the South Pacific's Institute
of Appli,ed' Sciences, ht'stitute of Marine
Resources (IMR) and Marine Studies
Programrne which jointly carry out a wide
range of environmentally related studies,
consultancies and teaching; and

r the Forwn Secretariot which recently
established an environmental position,
works with SPREP on coordination of
environmental technical assietance and
maintains an interest in political aspects of
the environment.

The activities of regional organisations are
loosely coordinated by the South Padfic
Organisatiorts Coord.ittating Committee
(SPOCC) which has a rotating chairmanehip.
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National frameworks

Most Pacific Island countries have established
small environment and/or conservation
agencies, typically with only one or two
professional or administrative staff and a few
support staff, usually shared with other
government offices. Although the level of
regional and national awareness ofthe need for
environmental management and the
conservation of biodiversity is irnproving, these
activities have not generally received high
priority from the region's governments. As in
most developing countries, governments are
struggling with the need to meet the economic
and social expectations of rapidly growing
populations.

Annex 15 summarises the national frameworks
for environmental planning and management
matters by country. In general, environmental
agencies are weak, understaffed, and
historically have been ineffective. However, the
NEMS/RETA activities, described above have
resulted in the formation of numerous
environmental working groups and task forces
which coordinate environmental activities
across a range of sectors in a number of Paci-fic
island countries.

Environmental NGOs

The establishment and management of CAPs in
the Pacific Islands will involve working very
closely with local communities and land-owning
groups, often through NGOs which operate
widely, and often very effectively, within the
region at grass roots level.

Several international conservation NGOs are
active in the region (WWF, TNC, Greenpeace,
Maruia Society) and have programmes
designed to promote the conservation and
sustainable development of biodiversity. These
often work in partnership with local NGOs and
are concerned to strengthen these organis-
ations. There has been an increase in the
number of local NGOs dedicated to, or involved
with, sustainable development and natural
resource conservation activities at the
community and village level.

New NGOs have been established in Palau and
in Western Samoa in the past two years and a
number of established NGOs in the region are
now developing their environmental manage-
ment capability. Through a separate UNDP-
funded SPREP project (PMI/90/002), a training
programme is under development to help NGOs
establish financial and reporting procedures,
raise funds, participate in EIAs, and take part
in the NEMS development. NGOs are often
much more effective than government agencies
in rural communities and, in some cases, are
appropriate agencies to help establish and
manage CAPs and train local groups.

SECTION B: PROJECT JUSTIFICATION

1. The problem to be addressed

The problem addressed by this Programme is
how to achieve conservation ofbiodiversity on a
long-term sustainable basis within the Pacific
Islands.

Specific problems include:

. an increasing loss of the terrestrial and
marine biodiversity of the region due to
over-exploitation of resources, population
growth and poorly planned development;

o the need for greater awareness within
Pacific Island countries the importance of
biodiversity and the means to preserve it:

the poor understanding, as prevalent
worldwide, of the relationships between
resource conservation, biodiversity and
developmeirt; the perception that
"conservation" and "development" are
opposing concepts;

the need for greater support and more
effective mobilisation of community and
landowner involvement in the conservation
of biodiversity and development of
sustainable economic opportunities;

the lack of action by Pacific Island
governments in protecting the biodiversity of
areas which have been clearly identified as
important for the past ten years or more;
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r the lack of co-ordination within government
and other development agencies and
between these agencies and local
communities;

. the lack of institutional capacity and trained
personnel within the region's governments
and local NGOs;

r the lack of integration of biodiversity and
environmental considerations in national
development policy, legislation and
planning.

2. The present situation

State of knowledge regarding Pacific lslands'
biodiversity

There has been a considerable amount of work
over the past two decades in researching,
describing and cataloguing the region's
biological diversity with particular progress
being made in the past five years through the
development of several databases and the
completion of a number of individual island and
site studies. A review of readily-available
materials within SPREP found over eeventy
reports of relevance to the SPBCP on species
conservation,

Pacifrc ecosystems, protected areas, etc; this is a
small fraction of known reports. Compre-
hensive vegetation and ecological surveys have
been recently completed, or are nearing
completion, in Palau, FSM, Marshall Islands,
Fiji, Vanuatu, Western Samoa and the Solomon
Islands. Some of the region's coral ree{ lagoon
and mangrove . ecosystems have been well
studied and inventoried and our understanding
of island coastal ecosystems is rapidly
developing. Terrestrial and narine fauna
surveys, including surveys of bats, reptiles,
dugong, turtles, corals and crocodiles have been
carried out in Western Samoa, Palau, the
Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and other countries,
providing accurate information on the rarity,
location and conservation status of eome of the
region's biota.

Information on rates of forest and other
ecosystem depletion is lacking as is information
on the large open water masses of the Paci_fic
a:ad the deep sea features and benthic
communities they contain. Understanding is
improving of marine areas of conservation
importance, of habitats for large marine
animals of oceanic areas for pelagic fisheries,
and of coastal marine resources.

Traditional uses of terrestrial biodiversity in
the region is not sufficiently well documented;
traditional uses of marine resources is better
understood and documented.

Future needs to improve understanding of
biodiversity and its conservation in the South
Pacific include:

. more information on the biodiversity of
regionally and nationally important
ecosystems and sites (conservation status,
rates of biodiversity depletion and degree of
threat);

o improved information gathering and
recording through agxeed standatdised
Burvey, inventory and monitoring systems;

o maintenance and extension of existing
dtabases and the development of a simple
regional taxa based database;

. more information on the traditional use of
biodiversity in the region;

o studies on the potential for the suetainable
development of biodiversity and improved
natural product harvesting and processing
techniques;

. improved information and methods for
helping land and resource ownera and local
communities to better underetand their
biological resources, ecological processes

In order to obtain a clearer picture of the extent
of information available on the region'e
biodiversity, desk etudies to produce ovenriewe
of terrestrial and marine biodiversity for both
the region and the participating countriee were
commissioned during the PA Phase. These
overyiews will form a separate Annex to this
Project Docum,ent.

Despite the gaps in knowledge of Pacific Islands
biodiversity, the etudies show there is adequate
information to justify the choice of a number of
specific areas for conservation on biological and
ecological grounds. However, in a number of
cases it wiII etill be necessary to seek additional
information as part of the early project selection
and design process. This may sinply require a
more thorough analysis of existing information
or it may entail further biological or ecological
81rrvey8.
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The research-oriented activities of the SPBCP
will concentrate on improving knowledge of the
biological resources of CAs, to assist
conservation management. It is expected that
many of the above needs will be addressed
through the process of establishing, studying
and managing Conservation Areas and that the
information and results of on-site studies will
greatly enhance our rapidiy growing
hformation base and understanding of the
re gion's biodiversity.

The regional mandate for biodiversity
conservation

The issue of biodiversity conservation has been
widely recognised within the South Pacific
region for more than ten years. SPREP has a
specific mandate from regional governments to
implement biodiversity conservation through
L}ae "Actiort, Strategy for Nature Conseruation in
the South Pacific Regional". SPREP has the
mandate to carry out a broad range of
biodiversity conservation related activrties on
behalf of the region's governments but, without
sufficient external assistance. has lacked the
resources to do so.

As the Secretariat for the*SPREP and Apia
Conventions, SPREP has the additional
mandate to facilitate the implementation and
monitoring of the conventions, both of which
have a biodiversity conservation focus. Finally,
SPREP's mandate for managing environmental
matters within the Pacific Islands region was
upheld in July 199f at ministerial level
("SPREP Ministerial Declaratiott on Enuiron-
tnerlt and Deuelopment", Noumea, New
Caledonia, 9 July 1991) and subsequently at
Prime Ministerial level (Forum Commumque,
Twenty-second South Pacific Forum, Pohnpei,
FSM, 30 July 1991).

The SPBCP offers a unique opportunity to put
into practice biodiversity conservation concepts
and policies which have been developed over
the past five years by the Pacific island
countries. It also offers the opportunity to focus
the attention on the importance of biodiversity
to island country societies as a basis for
sustainable lifestyles and economic
development and to avoid the costly
environmental and economic mistakes which
have occurred in many of the world's other
tropical island regions.

3. Expectedend-of-projectsituation

The following situations are envisaged at the
end ofthe project:

a) Conservation areas will have been
identified, established and initiaUy managed
with the support of SPBCP in most
particip ating countries.

b) For specific conservation area projects, some
or all of the following rvill be underway or
completed:

i) landowner and community groups
identified;

ii) concept and project plans developed and
approved;

iii) coordinating groups established; iv)
management plans developed;

v) ecological surveys carried out;

vi) core protection areas idenbified;

vii) sustainable biological resource
development and income generation
options identified and advice provided for
implementation;

viii) improved communit5r awareness of the
importance of biodiversity conservation;

ix) long term and self-supporting project
management structure with trained
personnel in place in a number of areas;

x) additional donor or technical agency
support and involvement in project
development and DlFnsgsnuttt secured;
and

xi) monitoring systems developed and in
place.

c) Knowledge of the state of the biology and
environment of the South Pacific region will
be improved and information will be more
readily accessible than at present.

d) Improved . criteria for selection and
management of different types of
Conservation Areas in different parts of the
region will have been developed, and will
improve the chances of further successful
biodiversity protection in the region. A
series of conservation area management and
sustainable development guidelines, case
studies and demonstration units will have
been developed, evaluated and documented"
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e) For threatened and endangered species
conservation, the following will have been
achieved:

i) improved public awareness and
understanding of the region's threatened
and endangered fauna;

ii) endangered and threatened species
information networks and database in
place;

iii) recovery or management plans developed
and implemented for some species;

iv) improved understanding of the status of
threatened and endangered species
populations in the region;

v) identification and protection of habitats
critical to the sur.vival of important
species; and

vi) institutional and legal arrangements in
place to promote the conservation of
migratory species.

0 NEMS and EIA procedures used by SpREp
and participating countries will incorporate
biodiversity protection.

g) Educational materials based on specific
CAPs explaining the importance of
biodiversity conservation will have been
developed and disseminated. These
materials will refer directly to the ecological
features that are being protected and
explain the nature of conservation and
sustainable development practices.

h) A group of Pacific Island nationals will have
been trained in the management and
implementation of resource conservation and
sustainable development projects and will
have a sound understanding of the
relationship between biodiversity and
sustainable resource management.

i) There will be more effective coordination,
liaison and information sharing between
groups and agencies involved in biodiversity
conservation and sustainable development
in the regron and an increase in the number
of such groups fostered by the SpBCp
through coqpervation area projects.

j) at least three regional meetings on
biodiversity conservation will have been
olgamsed and supported.

4. Target beneficiaries

The objective of the SPBCP is to presewe the
biological diversity of the South Pacific for the
peoples of the region, the world and future
generations. The species, ecosystems and
natural enyironment of the South Pacific are
direct target beneficiaries of this project.

local land-owning groups and other concerned
community groups who live in or near
conservation areas will benefit directly as their
biological heritage and its productivity €ue
conserved for themselves and for their children.
The people of the Pacific Islands will benefit as
sustainable development activities produce
improved prosperity and quality of life.

The direct recipient of the GEF assietance is
SPREP, the executing agency for the SPBCP.
In addition, local land-owning groups,
concerned community groups, government
officials and NGOs who are involved in
managing the conservation ateas will be
beneficiaries through their involvement in
management and training activities.

5. Project strategy and institutional
arrangements

5.1 Project strategy

Itvtroduction. The SPBCP will provide technical
assistance to the people and communities of the
Pacific Islands to conserve their natural
biological resources. This assistance will be
provided within a legional programme
framework and through:fhe provision of inputs
and resources coordinated at the regional and
project levels. SPBCP outputs will be at local,
national and regional levels.

The establishment of community managed
conservation areas will assist in achieving
national sustainable development and
biodiversity goals. This section describes the
processes proposed for selection and
establishment of CA projects. The processes
themselves must be flexible; it follows that the
SPBCP overall must have a great deal of built-
rn {lexibility if it is to be successfuI.

SPBCP Definitiort of "Conseruatiort Area".
Conservation areas are generally large,
(relative to the island(s) on or around which
they are established) diverse, geographical
units which contain important features for the
conservation of the biological diversity of the
regron or country.
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Conservation areas will vary considerably in
scale and scope. Most will encompass a variety
of land and resource uses. Conservation areas
will be managed according to agreed criteria for
the conservation of biological resources and
sustainable community development which is
ecologically compatible.

Conservation Area Project or CAPs will attempt
to achieve a balance between the conservation
and utilisation ofbiological resources to provide
for the cash and subsistence needs of the
resident communities. The special ecologrcal
and biological features of the conservation area
will be identified and management
prescriptions for their conservation developed.
These may include the establishment of "core"
conservation zones, bujfer zones, harvesting
and environm ental impact controls.

Recognizing that the establishment of
conservation areas and the conservation of
biodiversity may mean changes to the way
conmunities use their resources, emphasis will
be given to facilitating the development of a
range of appropriate and sustainable resource
use activities. These activities may include the
development of small scale timber production
based on sustainable yield of non-core forest
areas, the development of agro'forestry and
fisheries projects, the promotion of stabilised
market and subsistence gardening, develop-
ment of natural product harvesting, processing
and marketing projects, forestry on already
modified lands, nature tourism, and commercial
wildlife management.

In appropriate cases, where these will enhance
the linkage between resource conservation and
sustainable development, infrastructural
development such as improving water supplies,
irrigation and access may be undertaken in a
conservation area project.

The management and legal basis for
conservation areas will vary considerably; a
flexible approach will be needed in the face of
the diverse legal, social and cultural conditions
and patterns of resource ownership in the
participating countries. In keeping with the
principle of local management for conservation
areas, adaptation of the general management
framework for the projects to customary
management systems which are understood
and effective at the local level wiil be
encouraged, The underlying principle for the
management of conservation areas will be the
establishment of a management structure
which will be sustainable on a long term basis.

Criteria for Selectiott. of Conseruatiott Areas: To
be selected as a Conservation Area a proposal
must meet all criteria listed below under
Category I and some of the criteria of Category
II.

Category I: essential

(a) the proposed area must contain
nationally or regionally significant
examples of one or more ecosystems of
global conservation concern, such as
tropical rainforest, mangroves, wetlands,
lagoons and coral reefs, and must be
Iarge enough to maintain their viability.

(b) the project must be achievable and
exhibit a high degree of commitment by
landowners, residents, resource users
and other potential partners in the
conservation area project.

(c) the proposed area must be suffieiently
large and complex to encompass a wide
range of the interactions among people
and natural resources prevailing in the
country.

Category II
(d)the proposed area should contain high

levels of biological diversity and
ecological complexity, represented by a
number of major environments, diversity
of ecosystems, and/or large numbers of
genera and species of plants and
animals;

(e) the proposed area may be important for
the survival of endemic species, or of
species that are rare or threatened
nationally, regronally or globally; and./or

(f) the proposed area may be threatened by
destruction, degradation or conversion.

Conservation area proposals shouid be
generated as far as possible from the bottom up,
since community initiative and support is so

important for success. Proposed areas should
be subject to a social and economic needs
assessment to determine both the threats to the
biodiversity from human activities and the
potential for alternative forms of sustainable
development. A study wiil be needed of the
legal and institutional framework within which
management of the conservation area can be

organized. If a feasibility analysis indicates a
favourable context for a conservation area, then
the proposal can be developed further.
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Widespread consultation with all concerned
groups and bodie-q will allow the evaluation of
community support and the identification of
potential coordinatirrg committee members and
support officers. It may be necessary to weigh
the options of a locally recruited conservation
area support officer who may have difficulty
maintaining independence from dominant
groups or persons, and an officer from outside
rvho would be more difficult to keep on in the
conservation area once outside support is
phased out. The Conservation Area Co-
ordinating Committee can then be established
and trained, and a management/development
plan designed and implemented.

Conservation areas must thus satisfy both the
criteria for eligibility in the area of protection of
Biodiversity set out by the GEF Scientific and
Technical Advisory panel May lg92,
paragraph 5.1), and also be areas in which
sustainable management of resources is a
feasible goal. This is essential if the "high
degree of commitment,' required is to be
obtained and retained. Conservation areas
initially chosen for development should be
among those evaluated as likely to offer both
the greatest likelihood of willing participation
among the most people, and also offer the
greatest chance of demonstrable short to
medium term success. Areas in which there is
perceived environmental stress related to loss
of biodiversity would be particularly approp-
riate candidates.

Candidate conservation areas should be
ecologically diverse and coherent, Iarge enough
to maintain the integrity of an area's biological
communities, habitats and ecosystems, and
contain discrete social and ecosystem units in
their entirety. Those on high islands should
normally include at least one whole catchment
from source to offshore zone (as far as the outer
edge of the reef, if any) in order that the
interactions of different elements in the whole
can be managed and monitored in an integrated
manner.

Moreover, the areas should include all the land
held by the people . whose participation is
required. Given the dual purpose of these
conservation areas, it is important that they not
only be defined on ecological grounde, but also
be coherent in terms of land tenure. This may
involve some negotiation of initial conservation
area proposals to achieve appropriate
boundaries.

As improvement of the economic and social
well-being of local communities is to be a major
incentive in conservation area management,
relevant social, economic and commercial
analysis will be carried out in the development
of individual CA project. It is envisaged that
economists and the business community will be
involved in CA projects as appropriate.
Institutional and legal mechanism will need to
be explored, again for the implementation of
individual CA projects. Some possible elements
of a CA situation analysis are provided in
Annex 10.

Linhing most actiuities to specific Conseruation
Area, Projects. As far as possible, SpBCp
activities of all types wilI be linked to specific
conservation area projects. It is expected that
about 7O% of the SPBCP funding or seven
million dollars, will be applied directly to this
aspect of the programme. If the SpBCp
supports CA activities in each of the 14
countries, with 1-2 CA projects in each, this
would equate to an average investment of
$200,000 to $500,000 per project.

Conseruatiort Area project submissinn and
approual. The Conservation Area concept
promoted under the SPBCP is new to the
region. Although there are several existing
proposals suitable for adaption to the SpBCp,
the SPBCP will have to both solicit euitable
proposals for Conservation Area projects and
assist local communities, NGO's and
governments with proposal development. This
will be an ongoing process during the life of the
SPBCP and will be an important function of the
progTamme managers.

The following steps will normally be required:
(a) Preparatiott of an initi.al concept d,ocum.ent.

The first step in the development and
approval of a prospective CAP will be the
preparation of an initial concept document.
The scope of the initial concept is described
in Annex 9. Ideally the initial concept will
have been prepared by or in consultation
with the landowners and local communities
in the proposed Conservation Area. There
must be broad consensus among the
potential Project partners that the project is
realistic and its aims are valid and
achievable.
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ft)Subrnissiort, of tlrc initial concept documen't.
Initial project concepts may be submitted
directly from governments or government
agencies or from other organisations or from
local or national groups. In the case of the
former, the concept document will be

forwarded through the formal Foreign
Affairs - SPREP channels. In the case of the
latter, the principal group or organisation
sponsoring the project will be encouraged to
obtain the endorsement of the goverrunent
(Foreign Affairs) of the country concerned.
The government may comment on the
proposal and strengthen its endorsement if
it so wishes. Should a group or organisation
fail to get government endorsement, then it
may forward its ProPosal with an
explanation.

It should be clear from the above paragraph
that there are two distinct channels for
submitting proposals for SPBCP support:
direct from governments or direct from non
government sources (broadly defined^), the
latter preferably with government
endorsement. Government endorsement
does not imply any responsibility by the
government for the project; only that the
government has no objection to the proposal.

(c) Reuiew of the project concept. The review of
the initial project concept will be the
responsibility of the Programme Manager
who may call on additional expertise or
technical assistance. Where appropriate,
expertise will be drawn from the SPBCP
Technical and Management Advisory Croup
(described later in this section). The project
concept will be evaluated against the
SPBCP's criteria for Conservation Areas. In
many cases the review process will require a

visit to the Conservation Area by SPBCP
staff to veriS the conservation values of the
project and the managerial framework.

The output from this stage of the process

will be;

i) rejection of the concept as being
inappropriate for SPBCP suPPort:

ii) approval of the concept as being suitable
for SPBCP support without further
modification; or

iii) approval of the concept as being suitable
for SPBCP support subject to further
modification and development. In the
case of the latter, the Programme staff
will work with the project proponents to
further develop the project concept to
meet SPBCP requirements.

Modest financial support may also be made
available to assist with landowner and
community consensus building, document
preparation and technical assistance.

(d)Deueloprnent of a Project Platt. Approval of
the project concept will lead to the
development of a detailed Project Plan. This
will be the plan for the establishment of the
Conservation Area and will be prepared
according to written guidelines provided to
the project proponents.

A key feature of the Project Plan will be

recognition of the fact that the
establishment of a Conservation Area may
be a long term and incremental process. To
account for this, the Project Plan will
incorporate a phased approach to CA
establishment and associated sustainable
rwal and community development activities.
SPBCP support will be similarly phased and
will be dependent on the achievement of the
objectives of each stage or measurable
progress towards these objectives.

An important consideration will be the long
term sustainability of the project and to this
end .each stage of the Project PIan will
include assessments of co-funding or other
sourcbs of financial and human resources.
SPBCP financial' support may be made
available to assist with the development of
the Project Plan.

(e) Approual of Project Plan,. Completed Project
Plans will be reviewed by Programme
Management in conjunction with the project
proponents and the Technical and
Management Advisory Group (TMAG).
Final modifications may be required before
the project is approved by the Programme
Manager.

The Conseruatiott, Area Coordhuating Cornn-
ittees. Some appropriate form of management
group which draws together the various
partners in a project will be established for each
Conservation Area Project. Ttre composition
will vary according to the local situation but
will generally consist of representatives of the
landowners, communities, partner NGO'e, local
and national government and the SPBCP
management. The group will be established by
the local partners not by the SPBCP.

The functions of a CACC could include the
following:

. develop and endorse CAP Management
Plans;

. oversight of the management of the CAP;
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. oversight of the management of SpIlCp
inputs to the Cr\P and liaison and reporting
to the SPBCP Management;

r resolution of disputes within a CAp:

. coordination with national NEMS Task
Forces (or their successors) and government
agencies on national conservation matters of
relevance to the CAP;

. supervise activities of the CA support
officers; receive reports on specific matters;

. ensure that the CAP is implemented and
developed in a timely and effective manner
and carry out other activities conducive to
the effective management of the CAp.

CAP Furtdiltg. Phased CA project plans must
take into account the lengthy time likely to be
required for project negotiations and
development. They must ensure substantial
involvement and commitment of local land-
owning and NGO groups to CAP management
and suffi.cient time to identify and implement
sustainable development projects. All of this
indicates that major funding for a specific CAp
may not be required until the second half of the
SPBCP's planned life.

It must be recognized also that, in this regard,
five years is an inadequate duration for the
Programme. The SPBCP goal of long-term self-
managing CAP projects will itself take time.
Consequently, it is desirable to ensure a
mechanism for on-going support for CAp's costs
beyond the five year life of the SpBCp to
provide for long term commitments and support
during the transition of CAPs to self managing
entities.

CAP nanagernent strategy. Some guidelines for
in-country procedures for the management of
Conservation Area projects which will be used
by the SPBCP are listed below:

the SPBCP will work with customary
landowner associations, NGOs and
government agencies on the basis of
partnerships.

the CA coordinating groups will organise
preparation of the detailed CA plan, act as
the managers of the CA project, and act as a
dispute resolution committee. These groups
will coordinate, and may overlap, with the
NEMS in-country task force as appropriate;
one agency may take the organisational lead
for the coordinating groups.

. CA Support Officers (CASO) may be funded
by the SPBCP, to facilitate the
establishment of the CACC, logistical
arrangements, general [aison, CAp
rmplementation and to have responsibility
for reporting, coordinating, training and
monitoring. While most CASOs will have a
role in an individual CAP, CASOg can also
be appointed at the national level if there is
need for coordination at that level.

. there will be a strong effort to devolve
decision- making to the local project level.

. self-appraisal of progress and goals by the
local groups will be strongly encouraged.

. the CASO will facilitate access to
information by the local groups.

r project activities will include elements of
education and training.

. there will be a process to assure quick
feedback ofthe results ofstudies undertaken
by visiting investigators in support of CAP
management.

o there will be a strong effort to assure respect
for a community's traditional knowledge of
the environment and efforts to document
this for use in local and wider educational
progTammes.

Systenatic CAP monitoring a,nd reuiew. The
SPBCP staff will be required to regularly
monitor a number of widely dispersed CAP'e
which will be at various stages of development.
The SPBCP management will develop a
consistent and systematic approach to
monitoring liaison and support to countries and
CAPs.

The CACC and CAP management personnel
will be expected to undertake regular appraisal
of their project against the CAP Plan and in
conjunction unction with the SPBCP staff. A 4-
6 monthly reporting procedure to the SPBCP
management will be instigated for each CAP.

Trainhrg. Training efforts under the SPBCP
will focus on providing Conservation Area staff
(CASOs) and local people with the skills asrd
understanding to manage and sustainably use
the resources oftheir Conservation Area. Local
NGOs and government olficials will aleo be
trained in skills needed to support CAs. In
general, training provided under SPBCP will
focus on issues and skills related to CAs and to
facilitate the implementation of CAPs.
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Much of the training will be in the form of
attachments or internships for people selected
by the CACC's who are expected to continue
working on CAP related activities in the long
term. Training could be in the form of
attachments to other CAP'g to Iearn new skills
or observe demonstration projects; internships
with SPBCP management staff; workshops and
skills xl2ining and fellowships with various
institutions and organisations operating within
the region and neighbouring countries.

Programne cooperatiort. SPBCP will fully
collaborate with other conservation and sectoral
programmes operating in the Pacific. [n
particular, sectoral expertise available in the
UNDP Pacific Regional Programme in the areas
of agriculture, forestry, water and sanitation,
fisheries, community development and others
will be drawn on and, where applicable, joint
prog"ramme and implementation of CAPs will
be promoted, incorporating inputs and
contributions of such sectoral programmes.
Close linkages with the Pacific Sustainable
Development Network to be operated from Fiji
will be developed. An ongoing mechanism to
implement CAPS in consultation and
collaboration with other programmes which can
provide valuable inputs will be devised and
operationalised.

Hlot CAs. SPBCP intends to break a new
ground to advance conservation and
developrrent at the community level under the
Pacific condition, which would entail addressing
many new and complex individual issues, yet
requiring an integrated and holistic approach,
to be effective. There is no prescribed formula
to guaranteeing success. It needs to develop
workable methodologies, approaches, and tools
through their application and field testing, and
learning from experiences, as the programme
proceeds. For this reason, SPBCP's initial
efforts will be targeted at establishing a few
model CAs and CAPs in representative areas.
It is expected that many useful and practical
lessons will be obtained through these pilot
schemes, which wrll be of great value in
facilitating further CA efforts in other localities.

5.2 lmplementationarrangements

Exzctttiott strategy. The programme will be
executed by the South Pacific Regional
Environmental Programme in close cooperation
with relevant agencies of the SPREP Pacific
Island member governments and appropriate
NGOs.

The SPREP Secretariat will be the overall
coordinating body for the SPBCP. Day-to-day
operation of the programme wi-ll be the
responsibility of the Programme Manager who
will regularly report directly to the SPREP
Director. The Programme Manager will be
responsible for completing all GEF and UNDP
reporting requirements. The SPREP Duector is
responsible for submitting annual reports to the
GEF through UNDP. AII financial and
administrative arrangements will be made in
accordance with the LINDP's Guidelines for
National Execution.

Techrr,ical And Matr.agenr.ent Aduisory Group. A
Technical and Management Advisory Group
(TMAG) will be established by SPREP for the
purpose of advising on the Programme's
implementation, assisting project management
and to help carry out the Tripartite and Mid
Term Reviews discussed in Section H).

The TMAG will consist of the Director of
SPREP, appropriate scientific experts with
knowledge in Pacific island ecology and
biodiversity! a community development expert,
a representative of a national government in
the region, an appropriate regional or
international NGO representative, the UNDP
Resident Representative and an AIDAB
representative. An independent chairperson
with scientific and technical background will be
selected. A balance of gender will be sought.
Detailed TOR of the TMAG will be prepared by
the Project as part of the initial project
activities and will be agreed upon by SPREP
and UNDP prior formation of TMAG.

The Technical and Management Advisory
Group will meet on an ad hoc basis to review
SPBCP's progress and work plans, and advise
the Programme Manager, SPREP and UNDP
on technical, administrative and management
aspects of SPBCP, CAP's, and related research
aspects of the SPBCP and to provide
independent inputs to Tripartite Reviews.
Meetings of the TMAG wilI be convened by the
Programme Manager as required, but no less
than once a year. Individuals may be co-opted
by the TMAG to provide specialist advice in a
particular field or to provide additional capacity
for CAP assessment and review. Sub-
committees for specific tasks may be
established, in particular to review and endorse
individual CA proposals.

Specifically, the TMAG will provide advice to
the Programme Manager in the following areas:

i) the rdentification, evaluation and selection of
candidate CAPs:

ii) the review of CAP concept documents and
the development of CA pro;ect documents;
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iii) the review of CAP project documents and
their management and implementation
stlategies;

iv) the rnonitoring and evaluation of CAp's
under implementation;

v) the development and operation of the
re gional biodiversity database ;

vi) advice on CAP research priorities, research
and survey methodology, data analysis and
interpretation;

vii) the establishment of appropriate
plocedures and guidelines for the
establishment management and monitoring
of CIAP's; and

viii) review project progress and both scientific
and developmental reports.

Progrant.nt.e stoffing. SPREP-based staff will
include a Programme Manager and three
Programme Officers. Further details on
staffing are covered under Section E, Inputs.
Draft job descriptions are in Annex b. SPREP
will hire long term experts, in particular the
Programme Manager, in consultation with
UNDP. The costs of one Programme Officer
will be split between SPREP and the SpBCp;
half of this officer's time will be spent on
biodiversity matters not directly related to
Conservation areas. Appropriate support staff
will be employed by the Program.me Manager
and SPREP.

Cortsultantcies. Consultancies will be used
widely to augment SPBCP staff resources and
provide technical advice to individual CA
projects and to Programme management. The
skills of the consultants should be specified not
only in biodiversity but also include community
development, social and cultural aspects, land
tenure, economics, etc. Where feasible there
will be preferential use of nationals of pacific
Island or SPREP countries,

Publications. Any reports prepared by SPBCp
staff, CAP staff or consultants will include a
statement that the material was developed
though the South 

. Pacific Biodiversity
Conservation Project. Any SPREP publications
or materials based on SPBCP inputs will
acknowledge the GEF/SPBCP contribution
through UNDP.

Fittancial disbu.rsement strategy. UNDP will
release funds for the First Phase of the
programme and subsequent release will be
subject to the satisfactory review of the
progress in implementation of Phase I by
TMAG.

Project cornmunications. Communications are
always a significant cost element of regional
programmes within the Pacific Islands but good
communications between the SPBCP staff and
CAP staff is important. The SPBCP will
investigate E-mail systems such as the
emerging Pactokls network currently being
developed for environmental groups and others
within the Pacific Islands as an option for
Programme communications.

6. Reasons for assistance from the
GEF

The global and regional importance of the
biodiversity of the South Pacific region is
commented on in Section A and the overall
justification of the SPBCP is referred to in
Section B.

Because of the emall size of most Pacific Island
countries, the lack of technical expertise, the
lack of national resources, national budget
constraints, local uncertainty regarding the
value ofbiological conservation relative to other
ilvestments, and the cooperative international
nature of successful conservation efforts needed
in an oceanic enrrironment, a regronally-
coordinated programme for biodiversity
conservation and sustainable resource
management is the most effective stratery.

Experience with a variety of assistance efforts
in the region in various sectors (energy,
tourism, telecomm unications, aviation, forestry,
etc.) has indicated that a well-designed and
managed regional approach with specific in-
country activities can be an effective (and cost-
effective) means of initiating and supporting
national and local projects.

With its emphasis sn financing activities which
benefit the global environment, particularly
biodiversity conservation, the GEF is a
appropriate source of support for the SPBCP
which addresses many of the biodiversity
conservation need.s of this vast rnd globally
important oceanic region.

See "Pactok, State of the Network" (Grant McCatl, Director, the Centre for South Pacific Studies, University of New
South Wales, April 1092).
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Support for the SPBCP will enhance other
regional efforts for biodiversity conservation,
such as the NEMS programme work under the
SPREP and Apia Conventions and initiatives by
conservation NGOs, government agencies and
local institutions. GEF support for community
level conservation and associated sustainable
development projects will stimulate the
commitment of Pacific island people to the
conservation of their natural heritage.

7. Specialconsiderations

NGOs and private sector involvement

As discussed frequently in this document,
NGOs and community groups will play a strong
role in programme implementation. Most of the
land and many marine areas suitable for
Conservation Areas are privately owned or
controlled, usually by communities. The
involvement of private land-owners is
absolutely essential to SPBCP success.

The SPBCP will result in an increase in the
number of community and other non
goverrunent groups committed to sustainable
resource conservation. During the preparation
of this project document, there was a great deal
of discussion with NGOs, particularly those
based within the region which are involved in
environmental activities. The information
received from NGOs was collated into a
separate reviewlG on environmental NGOs in
the Pacific.

Some SPBCP funds may be used for small seed
monies and advice will be provided to local
groups which wish to obtain loans for
sustainable development activities such as
community agroforestry development or
conservation-linked tourism development.

The SPBCP will develop during phase I
guidelines to assess the existing capacity of
applicant NGOs to be directly involved in
programme / project development and admini-
stration, and areas in which an NGO may need
support to develop its capacity to be a partner
in the project. These guidelines should include
particular attention to the capacity of the NGO
to rneet administrative and recurrent costs
associated with running a project.

Capacity assessment should focus on:

i) purpose and objectives ofthe organisation;

ii) nature and scope of activities being
undertaken or currently planned;

iii)degree of acknowledgment / recognition and
level and form of support by government;

iv) extent of links with international networks
and partner or parent organisations;

v) nature and size of membership;

vi) staffing;

vii) funding history;

viii) target group being supported and serviced;

ix) social preparation skills (including dispute
resolution): and

x) experience in proposed project site and with
intended community participants.

Even for those NGOs wibh a strong institutional
capacity, further assessments will be required
of their skills and experience in the use of
current concepts and methodologies for
equitable community-based development.

It will also be necessary to develop suiding
principles for the relationship and institutional
arrangements between NGOs and SPREP. For
instance, there should be a clear trnderstanding
of those costs for project-related tasks caried
out by NGOs that should be covered through
the programme, such as administrative and
overhead costs, and consultancy, management
and monitoring fees for supervisory or co-
ordinating staff.

Negative impacts

The creation of Conservation Area Projects may
restrict certain types of development which wili
disadvantage some groups at least in the short
term. Every effort will be made to ensure that
the establishment and management of CAPs is
socially beneficial and that the associated
emphasis rn this Programme on promoting and
facilitating sustainable development projects
and income generation opportunities will help
offset these disadvantages. The environmental
and social impact of each CAP will be
conscientiously assessed at the proposal stage.

16 Thir is being prepared for the PA Team by WWF's Pacific Programme Offrce.
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Women and development

Women, as family managers and food
producers, are at the forefront of the use of
biodiversity in the region. Their role
encompasses both major users and managers ofnatural resources. However women,s
perspectives and knowledge are often not
adequately represented in programmes and
projects. Special emphasis on ensuring the
meaningful participation of women in both
informal and formal CAp management
activities will be needed.

Some examples of action to be taken in this
respect are as follows: holding women_only
meetings; forming women-only committees;
using women's networks for consultation
pulposes (such as Women's Village
Committees); timing meetings to suit womenwith family commitments; seeking out
individual women who are known to have
authority in the community and asking for their
participation; requiring women, men and youth
to be involved in CAP and SpBCp committees.
and activities.

Technical cooperation among developing
countries

SPBCP activities involving the accumulation
and exchange of scientific information, specific
biological information, development of
sustainable practices etc., will be an exercise of
"technical cooperation among developing
countries" or TCDC. SPREP has the mandate
as a regional organization to provide the
context {br such cooperation among its member
countries and the activities of the SpBCp will
lead to further interest and support for CAp's
from other agencies. Similarly there will be
opportunities for co-operative activities and
exchanges of personnel between CAp,s and with
the technical programmes of other conservatron
and development organisations working in the
region.

8. Coordination arrangements

General

There are environmental activities underway orplrp:!_! the region with potential overlap
with SPBCP goals or which could benefit from
coordination. The SPBCP will complement, and
where appropriate, collaborate with biodiversity
conservation efforts of international and
regional organisations workirg in the pacific
Islernds.

These include ADB, AIDAB, CSPOD, EC, EWC,
FAO, Forum Secretariat, FSp, Greenpeace,
GTZ, ICOD, SPC, IUCN, MacArrhur
Foundation, the Maruia Society of New
Zealand, New Zealand aid (MERT), ODA (ULe,
SOPAC, TNC, UNDP and UN agencies, UNEp,
USAID, the World Bank and WWF. There willbe cooperation with local or regional
environmental NGOs such as "O le Siosiomaga
Society Inc." (Western Samoa), SPACHEE (Fiji
based, regional) and the Solomon Ishnds
Development Trust.

The SPBCP will also cooperate pltft f1zfning
and research organisations based in the pacific
Islands, particularly the University of the
South Pacific programmes in Fiji, the Solomon
islands and Western Samoa. Where
appropriate there will also be cooperation with
other regional tertiary institutions including
the University of Papua New Guinea in port
Moresby, the University of Guam and the
University of Technology in Lae, papua New
Guinea. However, the emphasis of the SpBCp
is action, not academic studies, so any SpBCp-
supported research activities will concentrate
on areas which can be used to improve eelection
or management of CAs.

There will also be cooperation with
organisations which have a history of
involvement in the region and expertise
relevant to biodiversity conservation and
sustainable rural development; ihese
organisations include national research and
natural resource management agencies of the
Australian, French, New Zealand and United
States Governments.

The Papua New Guinea and New Galedonia
biod iversity prog rammes

Both Papua New Guinea and New Caledonia
possess biological diversity of world importance.
The GEF has allocat"d $S million for a pNG
government national biodiversity effort. The
French government, through ORSTOM, has an
ongoing programme of biodiversity studies in
New Caledonia and an international Task Force
of which SPREP is a member has been formed
to intensify these studies. The SPBCp will
cooperate with both the PNG and New
Caledonian efforts and exchange experiences
and results.
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9. Counterpart suPPort caPacitY

Regional

SPREP has fifteen Professional and
administrative staff and a dozen local support
staff at its headquarters in Apia, Western
Samoa. Positions which are currently (mid

1992) frlled include those of the Director,
Deputy Director, Information and Publications
Officer, Project Offrcer @iological Diversity
Conservation), Environmental Education
Officer, Environmental Contaminants Officer,
Finance Officer, Administration Officer,
Computer Systems Analyst, Environmental
Information Data Analyst, UNCED Project
Officer, Climate Change Officer, Project
Scientist, RETA Team Leader, and NEMS
Team Leader. There are also usually several
specialist consultants and/or environmental
officials from SPREP member governments at
the office at any given time. SPREP has a good

professional team which will provide a

supportive environment for the SPBCP
management.

SPREP has good office facilities at a large site
in Apia with acceptable and improving
communications (direct'dial international
phones, fax, and modern) facilities. There are
about fifteen computers, adequate computer
support facilities, a l,ocal Area Network and
scanner, and a computerised GIS system under
development. A separate building adjoining the
main office within the SPREP complex has been
set aside for SPBCP use.

National

National environmental organisations are
generally weak but are currently being
strengthened through other assistance efforts.
Some local NGOs can provide support services.

Those regional and international NGOs
presently involved in environ:nental activities
and which have offices already established
within several Pacilic countries (FSP and TNC)
are particularly well-placed to work with the
SPBCP.

Section C: DeveloPment Objective

The ouerall goal of the SPBCP is to develop strategies for the conseruation of
biod,iuersity by mea ns of the sustainable use of biological resources by the

people of the South Pacific.

Section D: lmmediate Objectives, Outputs and Activities

1. lmmediate Programme Objectives

The primary objectives of the South Pacific
Biodiversity Conservation Programme are as

lollows:

Objective 1.

to facititate establishmen't and initial
tnanagetnettt, by local cornmun'ities, NGOs
and gouernrnent agen'cies, of a series of
Conseruation Areas that demonstrate
protection of biodiuersity, ecologically
sustainable use of natural resources, anld
comrnunity econ o rnic deuelop men t.

Objective 2.'

to protect terrestrial an'd marhte species that
are threatened or endangered ilt the Pacific
regiotr,.

The following subsidiary objectives will be

pursued largely in connection with individual
Conservation Area Projects:

Objective 3.

identification
important for

new areas that are
conservation of biological

of
the

diversity, and are potential Conservation
Areas in the participating countries.
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Objective 4.

itnproued awareness irt, Pacific Island
courttries of the irnportanrce and neans of
co r rcer uil rg b iolo gical diuer sity.

Objective 5.

improued capacities of and cooperation
between different sectors of society and
agerucies contributirtg to the conseruation of
the biological diuersity of the Pacific Islands.

2. Planned Programme Outputs

The following outputs are planned for each of
the above objectives during the project lifetime:

Outputs for Objective 1:

Establishment and management of
Conservation Area projects

Output 1.1 CA projects

CA projects will be initiated in most of the
participating countries; a number of projects
will have reached the stage of being
successfully established CAs.

Ou.tput 1.2 CA tna,nagernettt tools

A range of guidelines and case studies
(covering planning, participation,
conservation, development, administration,
legal, and other aspects of CA establishment
and management) will be developed,
documented and made available as tools to
other CA projects.

Output 1.3 Coord,inathtg groups

CA Coordinating Groups will be established
for projects accepted for SPBCP support.

Output 1.4 CA ma.nagetnetd planniltg

For projects reaching CA establishment
stage, plans will be developed and endorsed,
covering (a) essential information on the
geography, biodiversity, human settlement
and use ofthe area and its resources; and (b)
CA management and coordination
€rrrangements (CA project objectives; how
decisions on resource use, community
development and biodiversity protection are
to be agreed and disputes resolved; roles of
local, national and outside partnere;
financing; etc.).

Output 1.5 Ecologically sustainable
deuelopment

Economic development and use of living
resources in and around CAB will be
encouraged in ways which do not degrade
the biodiversity within the CA and which are
socially beneficial.

Outputs for Objective 2:

Regional specaes conservataon

Outpttt 2.1 Species protection

Selected endangered or threatened species of
birds, marine mammals and turtles will be
given increased protection, following the
agreed SPREP Regional Species protection
strategies; etrategies for plant and
invertebrate species protection will be
designed.

Outputs for Obiective 3:

ldentification of lmportant Potentlal GAs

Ou,tput 3.1 htformatiort.

Improved information will be developed and
made available on the biological divereity
and status of resource use and conservation
of participating countries. Information will
be in the form of country reports, site
reports, reviews of past work, ecological and
socio-economic surveyg and aesesementg
based on site country visits, maps, etc.

Output 3.2 CA identificatiort and euoluation

Possible Conservation Areae will have been
identified in each participating country.
Outline concepts and detailed plans for CA
projects will be developed. Concepts and
proposals will be evaluated and, where
appropriate, accepted for further
development or support.

Outputs for Objective 4:

lmproved awareness of biodiversity and
its conservation

Output 4.7 CAand SPBCP publicity

General awareness of the CA concept, the
SPBCP, how it is being implemented and
how people can participate will be raised,
through existing publicity outlets.
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Output 4.2 Information materials for CA
projects

Education and general improvement of
information will be built into each CA
project, to explain the area's biodiversity and
how it is being used and conserved.
Materials will be developed in the
language(s) relevant ts the locality.

Outputs for Objective 5:

lmproved capacities and cooperation for
conservation of South Paciflc
biodivercity

Output 5.1 Tlaining and institutional
strengthening

Pacifrc Island nationals - in government
agencies, NGOs, regional bodies, research
and training institutes - will be better
trained in conservation of biological diversity
and related sustainable development
practices, primarily through participation in
particular CA projects.

Output 5.2 Practical biodiversity policizs

SPBCP and CA project etudies and lessons
learned will be recorded and disseminated to
guide policies and programmes for
conservation in the region and elsewhere.

Output 5.3 Accessible d,ata

Information generated from SPBCP
activities will be used to set up and improve
databases at local CA project, national and
regional levels.

Output 5.4 Regiotwl conseruatiort, network

Better coordination will be established
among groups and agencies involved in
biodiversity conservation in the region. The
CA management models and tools developed
will be shared within and outside the
SPBCP participant countries, including all
SPREP countries.

3. Detailed Programme Activities

The specific activities to meet each of the above
objectives are indicated in the following section,
with notes on timing, location and other
comments where appropriate.

A detailed Phase I Work Plan, fully
operationalised, will be prepared at the outset
of the project by the Programme Manager and
the team for the review by the Technical and
Management Advisory Group (TMAG). It is to
be revised, updated and rolled forward
annually, and reviewed by TMAG in the
Tripartite Review.

The activitiee indicated are meant to be
suffrciently detailed to be clear yet sufficiently
flexible to allow SPBCP etaff to provide quick
reeponses under changing conditions and
needs. Although the SPBCP is expected to be
based in SPREP's Apia offices, most activities
will occur in rural parts of the participating
counbries.

Activities for Objective 1: Establishment and Management of CAs.

Activitiee forOutpul 1.1: CAProiects

1.1 I Facililate preparation of initial CA concepb, by assisting local/national
groups lo review information, cary out consullations, etc; provide modesl
funds if required

Commonts

action on a GA concept may be initiated locally, nationally or
regionally, but should involve essential partnerc and lheh
endorsenent at an early stage; may occur throughout life of
SPBCP

locally{eveldped ideas and plans will obtain SPBCP
endorsement in stages: on{oing

seek AIDAB assistance for these adivities

may include surveys (site, boundary, resources, attitudes),
publicity, education, consullation, planning, design, legislation,
training and pilot demonslrations

by PM with advice trom TMAG review board

following CA Plan approval, funds will be released to the CA
lead agency or mordinating group in 34 main stages, as
agreed milestones are reached;

rcsponsibility will be devolved to local CA projecl group/agency
for self appraisal to SPBCP guidelines; 4$ monthly reporting lo
SPBCP will be reouired ol each CAP

1.1.2

a aa

1.1.4

1.1.5

t. t.o

1.1 .7

Evaluate initial mncepls and approve SPBCP support for further
development

Assistance with prqect design and community development

Facilitate planning and establishment of 2-3 CAPs by local coordinating
gr0ups

Approval ol CA managementdevelopment plbns for 2-3 CAP proposals

Provision of appropriate assistance for establ'rshment, resource
conse{valion, and development activities of individual CA projects

Regular monitoring and reporting
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Activities for Outpul L2 CA Manrgement Tools Comnrenb

LZ. l

1.2,2

Preparation of guidelines and case sludies for establishment and
managemenl ol CAs, covering planning, participation, conservation,
development administration, legal, and ottrer aspec$.

Overview of legal oplions and management structure for CA projecls.

ongoing; an importanl aspec{ of SPBCP management, to make
most use of the series of initial CA pmjecb as pilot sciemes
and demonstsations

by end of 1993; this will build on materials pr€pamd during PA
phase, and review of previous related effo6 In PIC and
elsewhere

Actiyitier for Output 1.3 Coordinating Groups Gommenb

1.3,1 Facilitate mnsulhtion and participation of local landownens,
communities, NGOs, govemment agencies, and formation of an
effec{ive coordinating group for each CAP.

he aim is to form, early in CA planning and eshblishment a
broad group able to wor'k together and to represent effectively
the potential parhen in he CAP

Activlties for Oulput 1.4 CA Management Planning Comments

1,4,'l

1,4.2

as initial concept is developed

hh process may require a year or morc initially; he plan frill
form the main framework for decision-maling and he operalion
and developmenl of lhe CA be initial planning should @nfum
the CAP's feasibility; commilment and supporl by landowners,
govemment and other partners is essential

this will require negoliation and collaboration wih oher
environment and Esource management progBmmes:

recognition of the CA Plan in local and natonal environment
and development strategies will be imporhnt polby and

legislative changes may require SPBGP assistance

planning must be a ontinuing pafticipatory process, as CA
stafus evolves, survey and monitoring is canied out and
resource uses and income-genenting advlties develop

Support local coordinating group in survey work and a participatory
planning process.

Facilitale development and endorsernent of a CA plan, deuiling
background information and anangemenb for management of
conservaton, resource use and sushinable development aclivities in

the CA.

Assist with endonsement and ratific€tion ol tre CA management plan.

1,4,4 Facilihte ongoing CA management planning and decision-making by
CA coordinating group

Activities for Output 1.5 Ecologically Suetainable Dwelopmont (ESD) Commenb

he CA will need lo incorporate social and economic
development aclivities and use of living rssources, based on
local community aspintions; he aim is to ensu€ hat human
aclivities do not degrade the biodivenity witrin the CA and are
socially beneficial

development actvities which are self-financing and whidt
support biodiversity conservation will be soqhf tedrnical
assistance may be in form of business managem€nl pilot
projecb and appraisals

r.5.1 Support for assessmenl of existing resource uses an income
generation in and around the CA

1.5.2 Pmvide coordinating group with technical assistance and capital and
seed tunding for ESD aclivities

Activities for Objective 2: Regional Species Conservation

Activities for Output2l Specier Protection

2.2.1 Provide part-funding to Programme Officer, Species Protection

2.2.2 Provide initial funding for regional sfategies for turtles, birds and marine
mammals

Cbmments

he budget provides for 50% tunding for yean 1993-1996; he
position will be responsible for coordination of SPREP's regional
species protecton strategies - furfles, birds, marine mammab
and ohen to be developed

the budget provides for parl-funding for each of he lhree
strategies for the years 1993-,|996 (US$50,000 annually for
each strategy)
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Activities for Objective 3: ldentification of lmportant Potential CAS

Activitler for Output 3.1 lnformaton Conments

3.1.1 Preparation of overuiews of national and regional tenestial and marine

biodivenity

Recording issues, conslraints, oplions etc, regarding biodivenity

conservalion in participant counties

Review results from conseryation and biodiversity assessmenb by

olhers

doormenF based on available information in 10 countries and a
regional overview will be completed in 1992; hese will provide

he basis for a resource library and database managed and up
dated as a SPREP facility

on{oing; prepared as required by slafi, mnsultanb, CA
parhers, elc; lo assist esbblishment of CA projects

his is noi expected to be an aclivity requiring signilicanl SPBCP

expenditure excepl where located in a CAI SPBCP will help
idenlify needs and find oher support, and will use resulls in

CAP planning

3.1.2

3.1.3

Actlvitise for Output 32 CA ldentlflcaton and evaluallon Gommmle

3.2.1 Assistance to local groups, mmmunities or agencies to review potential his is expected l0 be on{oing through the life of the SPBCP

CA candidates, submit Inital concepb, develop plans and revise earlier
proposals

3.2.2 Develop dear criteria lo evaluate and select CA projecls for SPBCP CA pmjecG will be evaluated and supporled in stages against

support specilic milestones; siteria and evalualion process will be

developed from fiose prepared during the PA phase

3.2.3 Evaluate proposals against seleclion diteria for all proposals, SPBCP response should be sent wilhin one
month of receipt additional work to support incomplele
proposals may be supporied

3.2.4 Selecl2-3 CAPs for implementalion Some CA proposals received during PA phase might be ready
for implementation by 1992

Activities for Objective 4: lmproved Awareness of Biodiversity and its Conservation

AcliviUee lor Output 1.1 GA and $PBCP publlcity Gommenb

4.1.1 Publicising of the CA mncept, the SPBCP, how it is being implemented

and how people can paflicipate wilh a view to ensure publ'c support

Entailing publicity at rcgional and national meelings; provision

ol advice to govemmenb, NGOs and regional bodies, and heir
relevant prcgnammes, including NEMS, RETA and related
exercise; and limited use of mass media to contacl a wider
audience in the region.

Ac{ivhi,es for Outpnl42 lnfomatlon for CA pojecls Commsnb

4.2.1 Support for preparation and disseminalion of materials and ac{ivilies to this will be oryanised by the local coordinating groups, will

inform, educate and involve relevant people and agencies in each CA assistance ftom SPBCP where necessary
projecl
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Activities for Objective 5: lmproved Capacities and Cooperation for Gonservation of South
Pacific Biodiversity

Activities tor Output 5.1 Training and lnstilutional $rengthening Commentc

5.1

5.1.2

5.1.3

Conduct in{ounlry training on biodivenity conseruadon and CA
establishment and managemenl in a clsl€ffeclive sustainable manner

Provide assistance for Faining people involved in eadr CA project

Anange short courses or sfudy tours on management and planning of
biodiversity mnselation and sustainable use of renewable natural
resour@s

Develop guidelines to assess NGO capacity based on NGO capacity
assessed under ongoing PMI projec{

5.1.4

trrough 1993 h 1996, at least one seminar or course will be
held in each participanl munfy, and will indude assessrnenb of
any local CA projec$ conducted by core team and appropriab
consulbnl(s) as requirBd

this may be in conjunction witr 5.1.1 above, or may be run by or
lor he CA mordinating group; ongoing inservice training will
be encouraged and supported for eadt established CA

lhis would be desrgned for specific individuals involved in CA
establishment or management it muld inrclve exdrange of
CAP personnel; sfudies in olher locations or counties: and a
regional or sub-regional series of SPBCP opanised courses 0n
a variety of relevant topics

in consultation wilh a national or rcgional NGO

Activities for Output 5l Practlcal Blodiverslty Polhier Commenb

lhe SPBCP budget provides for one or more studies eaci year,

one focus will be cass studies involving CAPs; oher fields will
be selecled as he project progresses

this will provide tentatively one or morc reporb eadl year from
1993 to 1996; tris will indude a tull 1996 analysb of SPBCP
lessons, resulting in wellevaluated and guided options br
eshblishing and managing CAs in he rcgion

5.2,1

J,l.t

Provide assistance for policloriented studies on
biodiversity in the region

Technical and policy reprb on aspecb of tre SPBCP

conservation

GommentsActivities for Output 5.3 Accessible Data

lo be set up regionally and nationally by end of '1993, and br
each CA prcject as it becomes eshblished; tris will cgver
information on CAs, sustainable development

Govemment, NGO and regional organisation capacities
sberEthened

5.3.1

5.3.2

Provision of assistance and guidance to set up appropriate dahbanks
supporling managemenl of Conservalion Aeas, at local (CA), national
and regional levels

Assist in interpreting, analysing and using dab for environrnenhl matters

GommenbAclivities for Output 5.4 Regional Conseryation l{ofiJrort

NGOs, regionaloqanisations and aid agendes are active in he
region with projecb and programmes that complement he
SPBCP

lhis will include pail tunding for SPREP's 1993 biodiversity
conference, and for other, similar evenb during he life of tp
SPBCP

5.4.1

5.4.2

Maintain regular consullation wifr organisations involved in biodivensity
conservatiori in the region; seek and oqanise opportunities for
collaboralion

Support rEional conferences concemed wih biodiversity conserva$on

4. Griteria for Success

Critena for judging the successful achievement
by 1996 of the immediate SPBCP objectives 1 to
5 are indicated below.

Success Criteria for Objective l:

GA Projects

r (-)As are established in at least fifteen
locations, with coordinating groups, and
planning, admrnistration, management and
dcvelop ment arrangements well formed;

r effectiveness of these CA projects, and of
rreasures to achieve biodiversity
conservation, ecologically sustainable
development, and control of incompatible
impacts of human activities within them, is
assessed;

. results and lessons are recorded and
disseminated.

Success Criteria for Objective 2:

Species Protection

o protection plans are in place and
implementation started for important
threatened species involved in each CA
project;
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. protection strategies for marine mammals,
birds and turtles will have been in operation
for the five years of the SPBCP;

r protection strategies are prepared for
threatened or endangered plant and
invertebrate species;

r lonB term programmes for regional species
protection are organised.

Success Criteria for Objective 3:

ldentification of Potential CAs

. identification of important potential CAs in
each participant country is completed;

r evaluation of identified areas against
developed criteria is completed.

Saccess Criteria for Objectiue 4:
Important Awareness

r the CA concept, the SPBCP, how it is being
implemented and how people can participate
are understood at national and provincial
levels and among community groups and
NGOs in participant countries.

. each SPBCP CA project includes relevant
education and information activities and
materials, of known effectiveness in
explaining the area's biodiversity and how it
is being used and conserved.

Success Criteria for Objective 5:

lmproved Capacities and Cooperation
for Gonservation of Biodiversity

o there is a measurable increase in the
number of Pacific Island nationals involved
in biodiversity conservation;

. each SPBCP CA projects has an operational
training programme and training materials;

. appraisal of organisational issues and the
conservation, economic and social effects of
each CA project will be completed, and
results disseminated;

r at least one technical report on biodiversity
conservation will be completed each year;

r each SPBCP CA project includes a
managerial database;

o there is a SPBCP database accessible in each
participant country, with links to a
coordinating point at SPBCP;

. all groups and agencies involved in
biodiversity conservation in the region are
collaborating in SPBCP activities;

o a suite of CA management models and tools
are documented, and shared within and
outside the SPBCP participant countries,
including atl SPREP countries;

r partial support will have been given to at
least three relevant conferences in the
region;

r increased biodiversigr conservation activity
within the region, beyond 1996, is organised,
with technical assistance and funding
assured.

Section E: Inputs

1. GEF/UNDP Input

The GEFruNDP input of $10 million is
summarised in Section J with an annual
brealdown in Annex I. Details off equipment
and miscellaneous costs are attached to Annex
I. The GEF will provid.e the following:
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Pogramme Management, SPBCP

Prog ramme Off icer, Species

Two Programme Officen, CAs

Consultancies (see under SPBCP In+ounFy
Support for CA)

Four SPBCP Programme Support Stafi

Slaff travel and expenses

Equipment and office

P.A. Personnel

Reviews and Advisory Group

48 person+nonhs @ SPC level P1

50% tunding (oher 50% from SPREP) 48pm @ P2 x 0.5

r€source @nservalion and sustainable development planning. management, taining;
2r45pm@P3

admin, secretarial, technical assistant driver, 144 pm @ avenage of$1,500/m

capital and running msb for Programme and office (equipment, communications,
seruices, recording)

P,{. Team and support staff cost

fiparlile reviews; msh ol Technical and Management Advisory Group and CAP
proposal review costs

319

1n

380

287

a8

430

205

156

County reviews, survey, information, CA
identification

Conservation Area ProJecb

Training

Support for Regional Species

UNDP Charges

nationaland local publicity, SPBCP dabbase, CA'rJenb'ficatinn and evaluation 126

support for individual CAPs - eshblishmont planning, mordination (oordlnaing 2,607
gruups, suwey, research, consultancies, infornation, admin.)

supporl for indiv'nJual CAPs - CAP support ofricen (15 x 25 pm @ aver4e $i,000/m) 400

supporl for individual CAPs - sustainable devehpment aciivities (pilob, consuhancies, 2,796
initial capihl)

Support fortraining workshop, sfudy tours and conferences

lmplemenhlion of SPREP rEion proleclion sfategies - birds (280), turdes (170) and
marine mamrnals (170)

UNDP Field Office Support Cost

777

620

172

SPREP Inputs

SPREP professional and management staff are
expected to devote approximately the followrng
percentage of their time to assisting or
overseeing the SPBCP: Director 1b%, Deputy
Director 750%, Financial Manager Z|Vo, and
Information Officer 20%.

SPREP will arrange at least two direct overseag
lines (one for phone; one for fax) for the SPBCP.
Office maintenance will be SPREP'g
responsibilities. In addition, SPREP wiU
provide office space, access to communication
facilities, and administrative support to all
project personnel stationed in, or on missions
to, SPREP inApia.

The value of the SPREP support to the SPBCP
is summarised below including the PA phase:
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SPREP Penonnel Salary hr SPBCP activities Number of years TotalValue (US$l

Director

Deputy Director

Financial Manager

lnformation Officer

Programme Otficer (Species)

Support Staff

12,000

10,000

10,000

9,000

32,000

10,000

q

6

5

5

5

6

60,000

50,000

50,000

45,000

160,000

50,000

Total SPREP Personnel Contribulion 5 t415,000

SPREP Ofiice Inputs Average Per Year l{umber of Yeae Total Value (US$)

O|fice space

Otlice maintenance

Oflice security

24,000

1.000

1,2000

5

5

5

120,000

5,000

6,000

Total of "Office Inputs" $131,000

Total value of SPREP contibutions $516,000

Host Government's Inputs

Member Governments' contributions will
include offi.ce space, administrative and logistic
support, professional and national colleagues
and counterparts estimated at US$f50,000.

Section F: Risks

There are several risks of SPBCP failure, the
main ones described below along with measures
designed to redtrce them.

1. Inadequate access to
communally-owned land which
would benefit from GA status

In participating countries, land is
overwhelmingly custom or communally
ownedl? with little direct access or control by
Government agencies. In Fiji and Western
Samoa, for example, over 80% of land, and
nearly all rural land, is thus owned. There is a
risk that the SPBCP will not gain adequate
access lo privately-owned land with rmportant
ecosystems or biclta due to poor relationships
between the government and landowners,

inadequate involvement of landowners and the
local community early in the planning phases of
a particular CA, etc.

There is a history offailed projects in the region
where landowners have been treated as
obstacles rather than partners or where a
project of potential benefit to all concerned has
failed because outsrde interveners did not
attempt to lgarn or respect local customs or
customary law.

This risk will be reduced by land-owning groups
and their legal representatives being
participants in CA planning from the earliest
stages; by depending primarily on local
communities and land-owning groups in the
rnanagement of CAs; by hiring local people as
CA staff, and where possible addressing local
asprrations through appropriate income-
ge neratin g actrvities.

See 'Land Tenure in the Pacifict'(Oxford University Press, 1971) edited by Dr Ron Grocombe, Professor Emeritus,
usP, Fija.
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2. Insufficient support from
governments

There have been excellent policy statemenrs,
sometimes good Iegislation, and impressive
conservation rhetoric emanating from
governments but effective follow-up action is
often lacking. For the SPBCP to succeed.
governnlents must be serious about biodiversity
conservation. Appropriate policy perceived
reforms and rnanagement action need to be
deve.loped in areas outside those perceived as
the "conservation sector" which can have major
impacts on biodiversity (e.g. agriculture,
fisheries, primary industry, and tourism) and
relevant Government officials informed and
trained.

There is soure mitigation of this risk. SPREp is
supporting the national environment
management strategies in twelve countries and
cooperating with three others; the NEMS will
strengthen the institutions of the conservation
sector through training, developing greater
public support for conservation, and by
providing national mandates for conservation.

There is a related risk that government
departurents with a formal responsibility for
conservation activities, but little history of
effective action, will resent strong in-country
management roles for NGOs and other local
groups. A key to the success of the SPBCP will
be effective and approximate in-country
working grollps to oversee the establishment
and initial management of the conservation
area. The membership of this group must
include the appropriate government
conservation official, local groups, NGOs and
other important government officials outside
the conservation sector.

3. Insufficient activities within the
participating countries

SPBCP activities and expenditures should
occur largely in-country, not at SPBCP
headquarters. There is often a danger that
regional assistance programmes become top-
heavy with the bulk of funds spent on
headquarters staff, generation of studies, etc.
This will be guarded against by allocating a
high proportion of funds directly for in-country
activities.

4. SPREP may be unable to
effectively use the GEF support

SPREP is becoming an independent
organisation but the metamorphosis from a
small SPC programme is still incomplete.
There are risks in charging an organisation
with managing a large new initiative while it is
itself undergoing rapid structural changes.
These risks include insufficient time spent by
management on SPBCP matters because of
other pressing concerns, inadequate financial
control - particularly of in-country CA
expenditures, and inappropriate staff hired for
the SPBCP.

As described earlier, SPREP is receiving
considerable assistance from various agencies
and cooperation from its member governments
in finalising its legal status, establishing a good
financial control system, and revising its action
plans. UNDP is specifically funding a corporate
plan and establishment of a new financial
control and auditing system.

Observers familiar with SPREP agree that staff
have been competent, highty motivated, and
professional. The disbursement of CA funds to
the local CA management groups will be
dependent upon successful negotiations and
developrnent of a staged approach, detailed
plans and adequate local financial control
mechanisms. Finally, the involvement of
recognised, reputable NGOs in SPBCP
management and activities will reduce this
risk.

The success
be short term

of the SPBCP may
only

SPREP itself depends overwhelmingly on donor
support for its operations. Funding committed
to SPREP, additional support under
consideration, and expressions of interest from
new donors all indicate that SPREP will have
adequate finances for the next few years.
However, there is a risk that SPREP will not
have the finances to support the CA activities
beyond the five year life of the SPBCP.
However, it is intended that, as far as possible,
the CA projects will not be dependent on
overseas support after the initial eetablishment
period.

5.
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6) Insufficient or inappropriate
biodiversity research and
education of prospective
biodiversity specialists

Specific technical knowledge is required for
"conservation" and "sustainable development"
to proceed. However, understanding of
biodiversity and of appropriate, sustainable
uses of renewable natural resources is
incomplete for the Pacific Islands. The SPBCP
approach is to use conservation areas to protect
critical habitats and develop sustainable use
and development practices concwrently, the
logic being that is, it is better to act quickly to
develop effective models with the best of the
working knowledge available.

Section G: Prior Obligations and Prerequisites

1. Prior Obligations

The member Governments' commitment is
inherent in their annual pledging of voluntary
contributions to SPREP and their endorsement
ofthe project concept in 1991.

2. Prerequisites

SPREP will establish a financial control system
which is endorsed by independent outside
auditors who are acceptable to UNDP.

Section H: Project Review, Reporting and Evaluation

1. Tripartite Reviews

The SPBCP will be subject to annual "Tripartite
Reviews" (TPRs) by representatives of the
executing agency, participating governments
and UNDP. NGOs will also be invited to
participate. The first review will be held within
the first twelve months of the full
implementation phase of the SPBCP.

The Programme Manager shall prepare and
submit to each review meeting a Project
Performance Evaluation Report (PPER) in the
format specified by UNDP. Copies of each
PPER are to be provided to the executing
agency, participating governments, the SPBCP
TMAG and UNDP in time to be received at
least one month prior to the review. The TPR
itself will incorporate input or distribute
materials from the Technical and Management
Advisory Group at their discretion.
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2. Work Programme

The Programme Manager will prepurre a draft
annual work programme which is circulated to
participating countries, NGOs, and members of
the TMAG, well before the TPR, IGM or any
other meeting at which the work programme is
to be considered.

3. Midterm Review

An independent external review of the SPBCP
will be held about halfway through the
programme's scheduled lifetime. This will be
arranged by UNDP in consultation with the
executing agency.

4. Regular Reporting

Each staff member and consultant assigned to
the project, whether directly or through
cooperating or support agencies, will be
required to prepare relevant documents or
technical reports to record results of specific
tasks performed under the work pian.
Whenever consultants use work processing,
database or spreadsheet software in their work,
they will be requued to provide the SPBCP --
and appropriate CAP coordinating groups,
NGOs and governments -- with relevant text
ffles, templates and data in a usable format,
generally the prevailing SPREP format.

The Programme Manager will prepare annual
reports for submission to SPREP, governmenf,s,
appropriate NGOs and countries which
summarise:

i) activities overall and by country,

ii) constraints to meeting objectives,

iii) expenditures, and

iv) other relevant information such as co-
financing, list of reports prepared during the
year etc.

The Programme Manager will prepare
quarterly summary reports on activities overall
and activities in-country for submission to
SPREP, UNDP and the countries concerned.

5. Terminal Report

A terminal project report will be prepared for
consideration at the terminal review to be held
in the final year of the programme's life. A
draft report will be prepared at least four
mdnths prior to the meeting to allow advance
review and comments by participating
governments, appropriate NGOs, CAP
coordinating groups, SPREP and UNDP.

6. Auditing

An annual aud-it of project activities will be
performed by an auditor approved by UNDP in
accordance with UNDP audit guidelines. This
will contain an audit opinion on the Combined
Delivery Report, Government Disbursement
Report and Reconciliation of Outstanding
Advances/Status of Funds Report for each
frnancial (calendar) year and a copy will be
forwarded to the Principal Project
Representative by 31 March of the following
year.

7. Accounting and Financial
reporting

SPREP will maintain an accounting system
that contains books, records and controls
sufficient to eneure the accuracy and reliability
of SPBCP financial information. SPREP will
prepare two financial reports (Government
disbursement report and Conciliation of
outstanding UNDP advice/status of funds) and
submit them to the Principal Project
Representative within 30 clays after the end of
each quarter.

The information furnished on the reports forms
the basis of periodic financial reviews and their
timely submission is a prerequisite to the
continuing fund,ing of the SPBCP. Accounting
and financial management will be the subject of
a separate agreement between UNDP and
SPREP.

A schedule of reviews, reporting and evaluation
is attached as Annex 4.
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Section l: Legal Context

It is understood that participating Govern- b) revisions which do not involve srgnrficant
ments undertake to treat this project in the changes in the immediate ob;ectives, outputs
same manner as national projects with respect or activities of a project, but are caused by
to privileges, facilities and immunities. the rearrangement of inputs already agreed

The following types of revrsions may be made to to or by cost increases due to inflation; and

this project document with the signatures of the c) mandatory annual revisions which rephrase
UNDP Principal Project Representative, and the delivery of agreed project inputs or
theDirectoroftheExecutingAgency. increased expert or other costs due to
a) revisions in, or addition o{ any of the inflatron or take into account agency

arulexes to the Project Document; expenditure flexibility'

More substantive changes require the written
approval of UNDP NY on behalf of the GEF.

Section J: Budget

Annex I provides a detailed breakdown by year
of GEF inputs. This and the SPREP input are
summarised below:

Inpute

10 Penonnel, havel, etc.

20 Sub4onfacls

30 Training

40 Equipment

50 Miscellaneous

93 Agency Support Cost

Total Inpub

SPREP lnputs cEF lnputs
(us$'000) (usf0ool

415 2924

cooo

777

98

131 489

44

546 10,000
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Annex 2: DraftWork Plan for Phase 1

(January 1993 - December 1994)

The rffork Plan activities below begin with
administrative matters and are then listed in
order of the 5 programme objectives. Activity
numbers correspond with and expand on those
of Section DB of the Project Document. The
order is not intended to indicate priorities.

A more detailed and fully operational Phase I
project work plan, specifying achievement
targets and budgetary requirements especially
for the CA and other programme activities, will
be prepared by the Programme Manager and

1993 - 1994 Administrative Activities

Programme Offrcers with the support of AIDAB
provided consultants for review by the
Teihnical and Management Advisory Group
(TMAG). It is to be revised, updated and rolled
forward annually, and reviewed by TMAG in
the Tripartite Review.

= Programme Manager

= Ptogramme Officer (Consewation Areas)

= Programme O6cer (Species Protection)

= Conservation Area Support Officer

PM

PO(CA)

PO(SP)

cAso

1993 Activity Tlmlng Commentr

hire SPBCP PM, one PO(CA), PO(SP), at least 2 CASOs
and support staff

organise equipment purchase and delivery

prepare travel schedule for stafi and consullanb

prepare @nsurrant register and tenhlive
indication of mnsulbnh required for'1993
and 1994 cost

prepare revised budgte and projecl document if necessary
prepare progress repoG, annual repoil, PPER

prepare detailed TOR forTlvlAG

anange liaison and consultalive process for NGO participation
in SPBCP

review/revise 1994 wort plan

put in place SPBCP operalional procsdures

set up TI\rlAG and CA pmposal review process

hold first meeting of TI,IAG

1993

1993

update quathdy

firsl half 1993

and 1994

before 1993 IPR
as indicated in
Schedule of Reviews

firsl hall 1993

priorto 1993 TPR

limt half 1993

second half 1993

conlinued frcm 1993

SPREP and UNDP; advertise
professional positions widely

PM and POs

PM & POs

POs

PM and POs

PM

PM

PM and POs

PM, SPREP Admin., UNDP

PM. SPREP, UNDP

PM and POs

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.10

0.11

0.12

1994Activlty

0.13

0.14

0.15

0.16

0.17

0.18

0.1s

0.20

0.21

organise equipment purctase

prepare travel sdledule etc.

prepare tentative indication of consullianb required for 1995

prepare budgel and project document for 1995-'1996

prepare progress and annual reporb

Evaluation of Phase 1

continue consultation for NGO padicipation in SPBCP

prepare 1995 workplan which should include final
projecl evaluation

organise TMAG and TPR meetings

con[nued

second half 1994

second half 1994

as indicated in
Schedule of Reviem

second hall 1994

mniinued fiom 1993

priorto 1994 TPR

first half 1994

fint half 1993

PM and POs

PM and POs

PM

PM

TMAG

PM and POs

PM

PM

PM
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1993 - 1994 Activities for Obiective l: Establishment and Management of GAs.

19$i Actiyitiet for Output 1.1: GA Projsctr Commente

1,1

1.2

1.1 ,3

L1.4

't.1.5

assist locaUnational groups b rcview inbrmation, cany out consultations,

and prepare inilial CA concepb

evaluate initial concepb and appove SPBCP supporl for furthu
development

provide assistance in pojed design and communitydevelopment

provide assistance b local coodinating groups

oryanise regular rnonibrirB and rcpoding

follow up on all 1992 & 1993 approaches made, inital
concepb and proposals received

apply and develop oileria for staged selection pmcess.

Selecl2-3 CAPs with high success potential as models.

AIDAB had offered assishnce in support of activities

oqanise assistancc if requested/required by selected CAPs.

ensure 46 monthly reporiing to SPBCP by each CA project
acceDted

1994 Ac{ivitiee for Output 1,1:

1.1.6 assist Coordinating Goups review inbmalion on CAPs and help ohers follow up from '1993 approaches and commence consullalion
prepare initial CA concepts. wifr olher potential CAPs

1.1.7 evaluate additional concepb and approve support for 1995 CAPs selecl additional CAPs based on success models from initial
selecton.

1.1.8 assishnce in projecl despn and community developmenffor 2-3 with AIDAB assistance if available
additional CAPs

1.1.9 conlinue to provide a$isbnce b eshblished oordinating grcups assislance to be based on the achievements on ttre '1993

activities

1.1.'10 Review/Monitor progress on 1993/1994 wort programme evaluate success/failures and provide advice to coordinating
groups where necessary

1.1.11 Prepare 1995 workplan and budget. based on achievements of 1993 - 1994.

1903 Activities for Output 1.2 CAtanagrnentToolr Commonts

prepare draft general guidlines for establbhment and management of
CAs

cany out socioeconomic analysh on 2-3 CAPs

prepare working draft and get reviewed by end of 1993

identify localities and seled CAP for his purpose.

1.2.1

1.2.2

199,t Activfties for Output 1.2

1.2.3 adopt guidelines for esbblishment and management of CAs and for ESD finalise draft after review and adopt by mid-1994
aclivities

1$3 Astvites for Output 1.3 Coodinating Groupc Comments

encounge early in planning for 2-3 CAPs, assist appoinlment
of CA propct support olficea in each locality

1.3.1 assist development of local coordinalion anangemenb for 2-3 CA
proposals

1!l9tl Activities for Output 1.3

assisuadvise on implementalion of projecl activities and
encourage wider participation by local communities

1.3.2 assist coordinaung groups with fie preparaion of management plans,

implementation of project ac{ivitiesand in haining of CAP personnel in 2-3
CAPs.

1993 Activities for Output 1.4 CAllanrgementPlanning ComnenE

1.4,1 provide advice on planning processes through POs andCASOs as CA initial concept is developed.

1.4.2 facilitate development and endorsemenl of CA plans assist with the development of management plans for CAPs
selecled during PA phase

1994 Activities for Output 1.'l

1.4.3 provide advice and assislance on planning and implementation continue from 1993
processes through POs and CASOs

'1.4.4 review and revise CA plans as lhe need arises and laking inlo account 1993

achievemenb
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1993 Activities for Output 1.5 Ecologically Suotainable Commonb
Development (ESO)

1.5.1

1.5.2

assisl assessmenl of existing resource uses and incomEeneralion in and
around porposed CAs

review of regional and intemational options for ESD

use local coordinating group, local oqanisations, consulhnts

lo draw on a wkJe body of expedence and on as many ldeas
as possible in findirg sustainable developmenl aclivilies
suitable to specilic CAPs

199{ Activities for Output 1.5

1 ,5.2 continue assessment of existing resource uses andincome genenation in as in 1.5.1
and around 2-3 CAs

1.5.3 provide coordinating groups with technical assistance and capital and for 2-3 CAPs
seed funding for eSD activities

1993 - 1994 Activities for Objective 2 Regional Species Gonservation

1993 Activities for Output 2.1: Speciee Protec{ion Comments

2.2.1 provide part-funding to Programme Otficer, Species Protection

2.2.2 provide initial funding for regional sbategies for lurtles, birds, and marine
mammars

2.2.3 develop workplan for 1993 - '1994 strategies workplan io be based on regional

1994 Activities for Output 2.'l

2.2.4 identify national and NGO focal poinh for coordinalion of species to be done in consullation with SPREP ounFyNGO focal
programme points

2.2.5 provide advice and resources in supporl of national efiorb in species
c0nseryati0n

2.2.6 review 1993-1994 work plan and dralt 1995-1996 work programme 1995-1996 work programme to take into account
achievemenb on 

.|993J994 
work olan

1993 - 1994 Activities for Objective 3 ldentification of lmportant Potential CAs

,|993 Aclivities for Output 3.1: lnformalion CommonE

3.1 1 dislribute overviews of biodiversig and assisl with thef use as basis for
in-country and regional databanks.

document biodiversity issues in participant counlries

encourage other agencies/programmes lo undertake conservation and
biodivecity assessmenls

documenb based on available information in 10 oounlries
and a regional overview will be completed in 1992

compile preliminary reviews for each partlcipant country: POs

help identity needs and Rnd other support; mainhin lhison
with relevant organisations; PM and POs

3.1.2

t1?

199t[ Activities for Outpui 3.1

facilitate exchange of information between CAPs and publicise suc@ssful
CAPs as models for others to follow

continue llaison with olher programmes to ensure coordination

assist wifi dissemination of information locally and regionally

aboutsuccesslul CAPs

follow on from 3.1.3

3.1.4

3.1.5

19!13 Activities for Output 3.2: CA identification and evaluation Comrnenb

3.2.1 assist local groups. communities or agencies to review potential CA POs and PM to extend country visib of PA leam: devise

candrdates, submit initial mncepts, develop plans and revise earlier schedule to give some support to each participant country in
pr0posats

3.2.2 develop CA evaluation and seleclion criteria

3.2.3 evaluale proposals against selection criteria

1993

refine criteria and PtoDoc by end 1993

continue to evaluate proposals from counties and develop

ihose wilh good pctential for implementation during and

bevond 1994
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199f Aclivltier for Outlput 32:

3.2.4 continue assislance to localgroups, c0mmunities etc witr initial concepls mnlinue lrom 'lgg3 activities
and ohns for CAs and ESD aclivities

3.2.5 monitor progress wilh establishment CAPS and develop s€lection aileria refine 1993-1994 criteria tor 1995-96 if necessary
lor'l 995-1 996 if neccessary

1993 - 1994 Activities for Objective 4 lmproved Awareness of Biodiversity and its Convention

1903 Aclivitier for Output 4.1: CA and SFBCP publlcity Commonb

4.1.1 design and implement awareness-raising of CA concept, fie SPBCP,
how it is being implemented and how people can participate, in each
country

POs and PM to complete initial campaign covering all
countries by end 1993

19114 Activitier for Output 4.1:

4.1.2 desbn a;ld implement awareness-raising for 2-3 CAPs, and publicise

widely
use materials from 2 or 3 CAPs to publicise SPBCP and to
encourage development of adclitional CAPs in other localities

1903 Acdvi0es for Output {2 Informafon fiat€rialc lor GA Gomrnenb
prolecb

4.2.1 support prepantion of CA projecl information organise as part of preliminary response and plan

development by fre local coordinating group

19{14 Aciivilies for Output 42

4.2.2 conlinue suppo( for preparation of GAP information

1993 - 1994 Activities for Objective 5 lmproved Gapacities and Cooperation for Gonservation

l9$l Activitier for Output 5.1 Training and strengtrening Commenb

5.1.1

5.1.2

inounlry training

develop guidelines to assess NGO capacity

plan and organise prognmme for delivery starting second
half 1993 for 1 ortwo CAPs

to be done in mnsultation with a nalional or regional NGO

190f Activities for Oulpul 5.1

plan and organise one workshop each for 2 CAPs

anange sfudy toun for CAP penonnel

design taining programme for 1995 - 1996

5.1.3

5.1.4

5.1.5

workshops for 2 CAPs

study touF

continue inountry training

19Sl Actlvides for Oulput 5.2 Pnclhal Biodiysnfi Pollciet Commontt

5.2.1 assistance lor biodiversity studies plan fullseries of possible studies - POs, PM and Tl\,tAG;
oqanise iniliation of 'l-2 studies in 1993

5.2.2 prepare technical and policy reporb organise compilation of one analysis and report in 1g93;
design possible series ol reporls wifr Tll,AG

t9!lf Acthitiee for Output 5.2

organise 1 -2 studies in 1994

continue aciivities from 1993. Assist with preparation of legal
inslrumenb to formally establish 1 or 2 CAPs il necessary

continue assistance tor biodiversity studies

continue technical and policy reporb

5.2.3

5.2.4
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Annex 3: Abbreviations and Acronyms

ADB Asian Development Bank

CA Conservation Area

CAP Conservation Area Project

CACC C,onservationAreaCoordinatingCommittee

CASO Conservation Area Support Offrcer

CAP Conservation Area Project (or Plan)

CFTC Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation

CIDA CanadianlnternationalDevelopmentAgency

C-SPOD Canadian-SouthPacificOceanDevelopment

EC European Community

ECO Environment Contaminant Officer (SPREP)

ECU European Currency Unit (1.0 ecu = USl.27,
May 1992)

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment

EPA Environmental Protection Agency (US)

EPQB Environmental Protection Quality Board (TSM,
Marshalls, Palau)

ESCA?

EWC

FAO

FFA

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (UN, Bangkok)

East-West Center (Hawaii)

Food and Agriculture Organisation (of the UN)

Forum Fisheries Agency (lloniara, Solomon
Islands)

FSP Foundation for the Peoples ofthe South Pacific

GEF Global Environment Facility (World Bank,
UNDP and UNEP)

GEMS Global Environment Monitoring System
(TJNEP)

GRID Global Resource Information Base (UNEP)

GTZ Deutsche Geselleschaft fur Zusammarbeit
(Germany)

ICOD International Center for Ocean Development
(I{alifax, Canada)

IGM Inter-Governmental Meeting

IOI lnternational Oceans Institute (Malta)

ruCN International Union for Conservation of Nature
(also called World Conservation Union)

NEMS NationalEnvironmentalManagementStrategy

NGO Non-Governmental Organisation

NKDT National Community Development Truet
(Vanuatu)

ODA Overseas Development Administration (tK)

ORSTOM L'Institut Francais de Recherche Scientifique
Pour Le Developpment en Cooperation

PA Preparatory As.sistance

PCAA Palau Community Action Agency (Palau)

PFF Project Formulation Framework ruNDP)

PICs Pacific Island Countries (and territories)

PM Project Manager or Programme Manager

PMI Pacific Multi-Island IPF (UNDP)

PNG Papua New Guinea

PPER Project Performance Evaluation Review

PRI Palau Resources lnstitute

RETA RegionalEnvironmentTechnicalAssistance
(ADB)

SIDT Solomon Islands Development Trust

SOPAC South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission
(Fiji)

SPACHEE South Paci-fic Action Committee on Human
Ecology and the Environment @iji)

SPBCP South Pacific Biodiversitv Conservation
Programme

SPC South Pacific Commission

SPREP South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme

SSCN Swedish Society for the Conservation ofNature

STAP Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel (to the
GEF)

TNC The Nature Conservancy

TOR Terms ofReference

TMAG Technical and Management Advisory Group

TPR TripartiteReview(involvinggovernments,
UNDP and the executing agency)

UNCED United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNEP United Nations Environment Programme

UNV United Nations Volunteer

USAID United States Agency for International
Development

USP University of the South Pacific

VNSS Vanuatu Natural Science Society

WRI World Reeourcrs Institut€

WWF World Wide Fund for Nature (and World
Wildlife Fund US)
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Annex 4: Schedule of Project Reviews, Reporting and Evaluation

The exact dates of reviews, reporting and
evaluations depend upon the project starting
dates and the dates of the annual SPREP IGMs.
This Annex is to be revised and updated by the
Programme Manager as soon as possible.

Description Date or frequency Prepared bylcomment

Inception Report once Programme Manager; within first 12 months.

PPER annually Programme Manager; prior to each TPR or oher review.

TMAG Report annually Any reports of the "Technical and Management Advisory Group' will

form an input into the TPR process.

Tripartite Review annually Organised by UNDP; involves UNDP, Executing Agency and

countries Programme Manager to prepare additional materlals as

required,

Quarterly Report quarterly Programme Manager. This should be an overview of requests for

services, key activities and progress by country and overall.

Work Programme biennial Draft prepared by Programme Manager, Considered, revised

annually and approved at TPR.

Mid term review once Organised by UNDP and Executing Agency, Review of overall

progress with possible recommendations for programme changes as

necessary.

Terminal Repot once Progamme Manager. Replaces the PPER for the final year of he
programme.

Finalevaluation once Organised by UNDP within three months after completion of the

Programme.
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Annex 5: Job Descriptions.

Attached on the following pages are job descriptions for the following positions:
o Programme Manager

o Programme Officers (two positions)

o Programme OfEcer, Species Protection

e Conservation Area Support Of6cers

Global Environment Facility (GEF) and

South Pacifrc Regional Environment programme (SpREp)

JOB DESCRIPTION: PROGRAMME MANAGER
SOUTH PACIFIC BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION PROGRAMME

SPREP, an Intergovernmental Agency of Pacific Island
countries based in Western Samoa, seeks applicants for the
above position. The initial appointment is for two years
subject to one year probationary with a possible furthet
extension. It is hoped to fiU the position in early lgg3.

Background:

The SPBCP is funded by the Global Environment
Faciliry (GEF), a joint effort of the World Bank, the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDp) and
the United Nations Environment Programme. SpBCp
is envisaged as a 6-year, USgl0 million concerted effort
to protect biological diversity while facilitating while
facilitating ecologically-sustainable development.
Funding is for the period lgg2-lgg6 with overall
administration by SPREP. The SPBCP will facilitate
establishment and initial management of a series of
diverse conservation areas (terrestrial, marine or
combined) in which human activities will be guided to
protect important ecological features and to enable
sustainable use of the area's natural resources.
Subsidary activities will support project objectives
through provision of information, species protection
and action.oriented policy studies.

Location:

Apia, Western Samoa with extensive travel throughout
the Pacific Islands,

Duties:.

The Programme Manager will be responsible for the
supervision and implementation of all activities of the
SPBCP under the administration of the Director of
SPREP. HE/she will cooperate closely with
governments, local and international NGOs, local
communities, and other agencies concerned with the
estabhshment of conservation areas and other
operations of the SPBCP. He/she will liaise closely
witb SPREP staff and asure active and full
participation of NGOs in programme activities. In
addition to the planning, management, and budgeting
activities normally required for an operation of this
size, the Programme Manager will be expected to
perform the following principal duties:

a) facilitate the development of detailed project design for
individual Conservation Area projects within the
framework of the project document;

b) implement activities stipulated in the project document
and annual workplans directly and through supervision
of all project staff and consultants;

c) coordinate with government agencies and institutions
within participating countries which are involved in the
design and implementation ofeach project activity;

d) facilitate tbe establishment and work of in-counrrv
Conservation Area coordinating groups;

e) assist in-country coordinating grops to recruit project
staff and consultants required to perform the work of
specifi c project activities;

f) facilitate the implementation of the species
conservation activities;

g) arrange through SPREP any sub-contracts required to
carry out project activities; and

h) arrange careful monitoring and reporting of key project
activities.

i) review and recommend modifications to project design
documentation on a regular basis.

Qualifications:

University degree in a relevant field, preferably at a
postgraduate level. Extensive (at least ten years)
experience working on enyironmental conservation,
resource management, land use management or
related fields in or on behalf of developing countries,
preferably within the pacific Islands. proven
management skills are important. Experience in
implementing community-based projects or working
with NGOs in developing countries is desirable as so r.s
experience in dealing with complex land tenure
systems. Applicants must be nationals of a United
Nations or SPREP member countrv.

Language:

Fluency in spoken and wr:itten English is essential.
Knowledge of Pacific Island language(s) would be
advantageous.

Remuneration and Conditions:

Remuneration, insurance, Ieave, allowances, etc. are on
standard SPREP conditions at professional level pl.

Country Participation:

SPREP Island members are American Samoa. Cook
Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, French
Polynesia, Guam, Kjribati, Marshall lslands. New
Caledonia, Northern Marianas, Niue, palau, papua
New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu,
Vanuatu, Wallis & Futuna. and Western Samoa-
Project finance excludes direct support for Amencan
Samoa, French Polynesia, Guam, New Caledonia,
Northern Marianas, and Wallis & Futuna although
they may participate through cost-sharing
arrangements. PNG has a separate GEF biodiversity
programme in which SPREP is not involved.
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Global Environment Facility (GEF) and

South Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SpREp)

JOB DESCRIPTION:

SENI O R PR OGRAMME OFFI CER, CONSERVATION AREAS/BIODIVERSITY
SOUTH PACI FI C BI ODIVERSITY C ONSERVATI ON PROGRAMME

SPRIiI', an Intclgovcrnmcntal i\gcncy of Pacific Island
countrics basc'd in lVcstcrn Samoa, seeks applicants for a
Progranrrnc Oftccr, for the South Pacific Biodivcrsit.l,
Consr.Lvat.ron I'r'ogramme. Initial appointments rvill be trvo
lcars subject t.o one year probationar'1' u'ith a possible
lirlthcr cxtcnsion. Thc position will be filled as soon as
p<rssrb lc.

Bacground:

'fhc SPBCP rs firndcd b-v thc Clobal Ilnvilonmcnr
Facility (GEIr), a joint eftbrr of the lVorld Bank. the
United Nations Development (UNDP) and the Uniterl
Nations Environment Programme. SPBCP is a b.year,
US$10 million concerted effort to protect biological
diversity while facilitating ecologically-sustainable
devclopmcnt. Funding is for the period 1992-996 with
overall administration by SPREP. The SPBCP will
astablish and initially manage a series of diverse
conscrvatton areas (terrestrial, marine and combined)
in rvhich human activities will be guided to protect
important ecological features and to enable sustainatrle
usc of the area's natural resources. Subsidiary
activities rvill supp{rrt project objectives through
provision of inibrmation, species protection and action-
oriented policy studies.

Location:

Apia, Western Samoa with extensive travel throughout Language:
the Pacific Islands.

Duties:

'I'he Progranrme Officer will work under the direction
of the Progranrme l\ilanager. He/she will be responsible
for planning and implementation of Conservation Area
projects and expected to perfbrm the follorving principal
duties:

plan and irnplement publicity and awareness
programmes of the SPBCP and the Conservatron Area
(CA) concept in each of the participant countries and
the region Fenerally, leading to Conservation Area (CA)
proposals;

mnnage idcntilication and evaluation process of
potential CAs in each of the participant countries;

assist with the establishment of in-country CA
coordinating groups; hiring of CA support officers;

prepalation and submission of Ca project proposal,s and
development and implementation of CA plans, with
specific responsibilities for biodiversity and
conservation aspects;

provide necessary assi$tance to CA coordinating gr.oups
in support of sustainable development and biodiversity
conservation activities in CAs:

11 consult with and support the SPBCP Programme
Manager and other project ieam members on all
aspecls of CA and CA projects;

g) continously assess the potential for CA development in
the participant countries; recommend ways in which
CA development and biodiversity conservation can be
bctter promoted;

h) plan and manage education and training, planning and
research programmes in conjunction with individual
CA projects;

i) carry out other related activitieg as directed by the
Programme Manager.

Qualifications:

Post graduate degree in ecosystem and/or biodiversity
conservation or related areas, and at least ten years
experience in relevant fields, concerned with natural
resource management for conservation or
development, training, resource sector extension
preferably in the Pacific or other island ecosystems.
Erperience in implementing community based
projects, or social analysis and/or busineas
development is desirable. Applicants must be
nationals of a United Nations or SPREP member
countrv.

Fluency in spoken and written English is essential.
Knowledge of Pacific Island languages(s) would be
advantagous.

Remuneration and Conditions:

RemuneraLion, insurance, leave, allowances, etc. are on
standard SPREP condilions for professional stafrat the
top Programme Ofrcer's level.

Country Participation:

SPREP Island members are American Samoa. Cook
Islands, Federated States of Microoesia, Fiji, French
Polynesia, Guam, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, New
Caledonia, Northern Marianas, Niue, Palau, Papua
New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu,
Vanuatu, Wallis & Futuna, and Western Samoa.
Project finance excludes direct support for America
Samoa, French Pol,'nesia, Guam, New Caledonia,
Northern Marianas, and Wallist & Futuna although
they may participate through cost-Bharing
arrangements. PNG has a separate GEF biodiversity
programme in which SPREP is not involved.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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Global Environment Facility (GEF) and

South Pacifrc Regional Environment Programme (SPREP)

JOB DESCRIPTION

SENI OR PROGRAMME OFFI CER, CONSERVATION AREAS/SO CIO-E CONOMI CS

SOUTH PACIFI C BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATI ON PROGRAMME
SPREP, an Intergovernmental Agency of Pacffic Island
countries based in Western Samoa, seeks applicants for a
Programme Officer for the South P acific Biodiversity
Conservation Programme. Initial appointments will be two
years subject to one year probationary with a possible
further extension. The position will be filled as soon as
possible.

Backgtound:

The SPBCP is funded by the Global Environment
Facility (GEF), a joint effort of the World Bank, the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and
the United Nations Environment Programme. SPBCP
is a 5-year US$10 million concertcd effort to protect
biological diversity while facilitating ecologically-
sustainable development. Funding is for the period
1992-1996 with overall administration by SPREP, the
SPBCP will establish and initially manage a series of
diverse conservation areas (terrestrial, marine and
combined) in which human activities will be guided to
protect important ecological features and to enable
sustainable use of the area's natural resources,
Subsidiary activities will support project objectives
through provision of information, species protection
and action-oriented policy studies.

Location:

Apia, Western Samoa wiih extensive travel throughout
the Pacific Islands.

Duties:

The Programme OIficer will work under the direction
of the Programme Manager. He/She will be
responsible for planning and implementation of
Conservation Area Project and expected to perform the
following principla duties:

a) plan and implement publicity and awareness
programmes of the SPBCP and the Conservation Area
(CA) concept in each of the participant countries and
the region generally leading to Conservation Area (CA
proposals;

b) manage identification and evaluation process of
potential CA in each ofthe participant countries;

c) assist with the establishment of irr-country CA
coordinating groups; hiring of CA support officers;

d) preparation and submission of CA project proposals
and development and implementation of CA plans with
specific responsibilities for biodiversity and
conservation;

e) provide necessary assistance to CA coordinating groups
in support of sustainable development and biodiversity
conservation activities in CAs:

f) consult with and support the SPBCP Programma
Manager and other prdect team membe rs on all
aspects of CA and CA projc.cts;

g) continuously assess the potential for CA development
in the participant countries; recommend ways in which
CA development and biodiversity conservation can be
better promoted;

h) plan and managc education and training, planning and
resear:ch programmes in conjunction with individual
CA projects;

i) carry out other related activities as directed by the
Programme Manager.

Qualification:

Post graduate degtee in development economics or
sociology and at least ten years experience in relevant
fields, concerned with natural resource
management for conservation or development,
training, business development, resource sector
extension; preferably in the Pacific or other island
countries. Erperience in implementing
community based projects or social analysis
and/or business development is necessary.
Applicants must be nationals of a United Nations or
SPREP member countrv.

Language:

Fluency in spoken and written English is essential.
Knowledge of Pacific Island language(s) would be
advantageou.s.

Remuneration and Conditions:

Remuneration, insurance, leave, allowances, etc. are on
standard SPREP conditions for professional stalf at thc
top Programme Officer's level.

Country Participation:

SPREP Island members are American Samoa, Cook
Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, French
Polynesia, Guam, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, New
Caledonia, Northern Marianas, Niue, Palau, Papua
New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu,
Vanuatu, Wallis & Futuna and Western Samoa.
Project finance excludes direct support for American
Samoa, French Polynesia, Guam, New Caledonia,
Northern Marianas, and Wallis & Futuna althotrgh
they may participate through cost-sharing
arrangements. PNG has a separate GEF biodiversity
programme in which SI'REP is not rnvolved.
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Global Environment Facility (GEF) and

South Pacific Regional Environment Programnre (SPREP)

JOB DESCRIPTION

PROGRAMME OFFICER. SPECIES PROTECTION

SOUTH PACIFI C BI ODIVERSI TY CONSERVATION PROGRAMME
SPltEP, an lntergovernmental Agency of Pacific Island
countlics based in Wcstern Sarnoa, seeks applicants for thc
position of l'rogramme Officer, Species Protection. Initial
nppointments are fbr three years with a possible extellston.
It is hopcd to fill the position in carly lgg3.

Background:

'fhc' SI'BCI'] is funded by the Clobal Envrronrnent
I:ircility (GEl.'), a joint effort of the World Bank, the
Unitcd Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and
the United Nations Environment Programme. SPRCI,
is a 5-_l'ear US$10 million concerted effort to protoct
biological diversity while facilitating ecologicalty-
sustainablc development. l-unding is for the period
1992-1996 with overall administration by SPREP. The
SPBCP will c.stablish and initially manage a series of
diverse conservation areas (terrestrial. marine and
r:ornbined) in rvhich human activities will be guided to
protcct inrportant ecolngical features and to enable
sustflinable use ofthe area's natural tesources.

Related activities will support project objectives
through species protection and action-oriented polic.y
studies.

This position is established to give effect to rhese
aspects of the SPBCP and SPREP work programme.
Thc Prograrnme Offrcer, Species Protection will
manage the regional species conservation programmes
for turtles, marine mammals and birds. In addition
this officer will be responsible for facilitating the
inrplementation of regional and global biodiversity
conventions in SPREP member countries and intiating
regional policy studies and activiLies related to
biodiversity conservation such as bio-technology.
biodiversity property rights, training, education,
research and institutional development. Liaison with
SPRBP member countries not eligibie for the SPBCP
will also be required-

Location:

rtpia, Western Samoa with travel throughout the
Pacific Islands.

Duties:

Thc Programme Officer, Species Protecbion will work
under the direction of the Programme Manager.
He/She will be expected to perform the following
principal duties:

a) plan, oversee and facilitate the activities of the regional
species conservation programme covering birds, marine
mammals and turtlcs;

b) ensure effective coordination of regional species
conservation activities with the design and
establishment of conservation areas;

c) develop an annual workplan and budget consistent
witb the regional bird, marine turtles and marine
ammmals pro€irammes iu consultation with t!.e expert
advisory groupa for these programmes;

d) coordinate the implementation and development of the
programmes with appropriate government and non
government agencies and personnel in participating
countries and ensure the joint planning of field
activities and involvement and training of local
personnel;

e) cnsure timely reporting of the results of the
programme activities and that the bird, marine turtles
and marine mammals components of the regional
database are developed and maiotained with timely
entry of data generated by the programme;

f) facilitate the regional implementation of the bio-
diversity conservation elements of regional conventions
(SPREP and APIA) and the International Convention
on Biodiversity;

B) initiate regional studies related to biodiversity
conservation issues of importance to SPREP member
countries:

h) initiate regional activities in support of biodiversity
conservation such as education, training, information,
research and institutional development;

i) carry out other related activities as directed by the
Director.

Qualifications:

University degree in a relevant field; at least five years
field experience working ... on fauna protection, species
recovery and wildlife management, preferably in the
Pacific Islands. A good appreciation of Pacific Ieland
species conservation issues is required and an
understanding of the regional wildlife policy and
legislation framework would be desirable, Good
writing and verbal communication skills are necessary.
Applicants must be nationals of a United Nations or
SPREP member country.

Language:

Fluency in spoken and written Englieh is essential.
Knowledge of Pacific t sland language(s) would be
advantageous.

Remuneration and Conditions:

Remuneration, insurance, leave, allowances, etc. are oo
standard SPREP conditions at profrosional level P2.

Country Participation:

SPREP Island membere are American Samoa, Cook
Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, French
Polynesia, Guam, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, New
Caledonia, Northern Marianas, Niue, Palau, Papua
New Guinea, Solomon Islande, Tokelau,.Tonga, Tuvalu,
Vanuatu, Wallis & Futuna and Western Samoa.
SPBCP finance excludes direct support for American
Samoa, Freach Polyt-esia, Guam, PNG, New Caledonia,
Northern Marianas and Wallis & Futuna although they
may participate through cost-shariug arrangements.
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Global Environment Facility (GEF) and
South Pacillc Regional Environment Programrne (SPBCP)

JOB DESCRIPTION

CONSERVATION AREA PROJECT SUPPORT OFFICERS

South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation Programme
Background:

The South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation
Programme (SPBCP) is funded by the Global
Environment Facility (GEF), a joint effort of the World
Bank, the United Nations Development Programme
([JNDP) and the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP). The SPBCP is a five year, USg10
million concerted effort to protect the biological
diversity while facilitating ecologically-sustainable
development. Funding is for the period 1992-1996 with
overall administration by SPREP. The SPBCP will
establish and initially manage a series of diverse
conservation areas (terrestrial, narine and combined)
in which human activities will be guided to protect
important ecological features and to enable sustainable
use of the area's natural resources. Subsidiary
activities will support, project objectives through
provision of information, species protection and action-
oriented policy studies.

The SPBCP will establish in conjunction wirh
governments, NGOs, landowning groups local
communities, resource users and other interest groups
Conservation Area coordinating groupe which will
overaee the planning and implementation of
Conservation Arca projects.

Duties:

The conservation Area $uppor.t officer will provide a
main line support, facilitation and communications
between CA coordinating groups and SpBCp
management. The support officers main duties are ser
out below:

a) facilitate the establishment of the Conservation Area
Coordinating Group, provide advice, consultation, as
required;

b) report to and work under the direction of the CA
coordinating group on matters aggecting the
establishment and operation of the CAP; copy reports
to the SPBCP Programme Officers or Manager;

c) coordinate training for CAP personnel;

d) arrange local meetings for coordinating group or
individual sectors;

e) arrange or facilitate mechanisms for CA project
implementation, monitoring and evaluation;

1) carry out other activities conducive tn the success ofthe
CAP.

The CAP support oflicers will be appointed from the
groups participating in the CA coordinating group with
the approval of the Programme Manager. He/she will
be employed by the CA coordinating group once
adequately constituted, but will be funded, at least
initially, by the SPBCP. The CASO will be appointed
for an initial period of two years with possible
extension up to a total of five years.
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Annex 6: Regional EnvironmentalAssistance and Activities by Donors, Regional
Institutions and NGOs.

Late 1980's to Mid 1990's

A considerable amount of assistance is being
provided to Pacific Island countries both
directly and through SPREP for a wide range of
environmental management and planning
activities. Although this Annex an overview of
technical assistance for environmental work in
general and biodiversity in particular, it is
incomplete for several reasons;

r rnany of the donors active in the region do
not h ave records of those current assistance
efforts which have strong environmental or
biodiversity links and are not able to
accurately provide such information;

. often "historical" information - including
efforts as recent as 1987 - is not available
from Pacific-based donor offices and
headquarters records are hard to access;

r ffiany assistance efforts (road construction,
agricultural pest control, sustainable
agricultural practices, agro-forestry, energy
investments, etc.) may have strong positive
or negative biodiversity conservation effects
but it was impossible to obtain enough
information to adequately cover them in this
document;

. numerous international and local NGOs
receive support for environment-related
projects, usually small, which are often not
recorded centrally within the region; and

. the recent upsurge in donor interest in
environmental matters has probably
resulted in several new initiatives of which
local donor offices are unaware.

Nonetheless, the available information
summarised below does provide a preliminary
overview of the type and magnitude of past,
ongoing and planned assistance in this sector.
Overall support for environmental activities
within the regigon has been about $8 million to
SPREP and roughly Sl3 million to individual
countries and non-SPREP recipients between
1988/89 and 1992. Over $20 million more,
includ.ing this programme, is likely to be
provided to SPREP within the next few years.
While financial support to SPREP is increasing
quite substantially, planned new environ'nental
assistance outside of SPREP activities appears
to be relatively static compared to prevrous
years.

This Annex provides details on the estimated
environmental support and activities indicated
in Table 1 of the main text. There are separat€
sections on: i) donor agencies and development
banks, ii) regional organisatione other than
SPREP, and iii) NGOs.

ii) Environmental Support from Donors and
Multilateral Development Banks

Recent and planned support for environmental
activities by bilateral and multilateral donors
and lending institutions is described below.

ADB

The Asian Development Bank is supporting the
development of national environment strate gies
in five Pacifrc ADB member countries through a
regional technical assistance (RETA) grant to
SPREP which is expected to be completed by
late 1993. There is a separat€ US$60.6 million
technical assistance programme for Fiji to
develop a national environmental management
programme expected to be completed during
1992. Over S1.2 million in ADB grant
assistance has been provided to the region since
1989; $0.9 million to SPREP for environmental
strategies and UNCED related work and over
$0.3 million for workshops on environmenta.l
impact assessments, pesticide control, etc.

AIDAB

The Australian International Development
Assistance Bureau is a major contributor to
environmental programmes in the region. In
Papua New Guinea, A$3.2 million has been
allocated to help implement a "National
Forestry and Conservation Action Plan" and
AIDAB has agreed to provide ,{$0.14 million for
"National Conservation Stratery" development'
in Vanuatu.

There has been support for various small
programmes such as A$50,000 toward SPREP's
turtle conservation programme and WWT's
Community Resource Conservation programme
in Solomon Islands.

Most other agsistance is through multilateral
arrangements including A$l million each this
financial year for sea level monitoring and
climate change studies and over A$0.4 million
in 1990i91 to SPREP for a wide range of
activities including workshops, UNCED
preparations, and development of in-house
information systems.

(. 
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Over a five year period, AIDAB contributions
are expected to be A$b million for sea level
monitoring, A$4 million f61 glimate change, and
A$f million toward this Pacific regional
biodiversity project through the GEF. The Apia
AIDAB office plans to expand its regional
activities in part because of SPREP,s new Apia
location.

Can"adian Aid

Canada, through the International Centre for
Ocean Development (ICODI) has provided
about C$l million2 per year for various
environmetnal projects such as pollution
monitoring, emergency oil responses, SPREp's
community development officer, etc. Through
the Candaian International Development
Agency (CIDA) Canada-Soluth Pacific Ocean
Development programme (C-SPOD), SpREp
has received C9498,000 over three years to
support coastal resource management
programme of "on-beach" surveys and
C$343,000 for the marine turtle conservation
programme. Canadian support is coordinated
through the Canadian Cooperation Office in
Suva.

CYfC

The Commonwealth Fund for Technical
Cooperation has tentatively agreed to finance a
meteorologist to work on the Climatic Change
Programme within SPREP beginning by late
1992.

EC

The European Community has provisionally
allocated 4 million ECU, over US$b million, for
re gional environmental support activities under
the Lome IV regional progranme for the eight
Pacific Island memberss of the African
Caribbean Pacific (ACP) group. In addition to
the Lome-specific funds, the EC,s ,'Ecology itr,
Deuelopin g Cowr,tries Pro gram me" has provided
about US$0.4 million to support WWF'g work in
Papua New Guinea on rehabilitation of
protected areas and in the Solomon Islands on
communit5r conservation.

ESCAP

The United Nations Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific has spent
about US$0.5 for various enyironmental
studies, meetings and other activities in the
region since 1989.

FAO

The United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organisation has a regional aquaculture project
(seaweed from Fiji, Kiribati, and Tonga for
export; Tilapia with poultry farming in Fiji;
milkfish as a supplementary food in the Cook
Islands; etc.) with possible biodiversity links
through effects on the regional genetic stock
and through reducing pressures on natural
fisheries.

Frattce

France was a major force behind establishment
of the GEF and it is expected that France will
provide a legal advisor to SPREP for three
years beginning in 1992.

GEF

In addition to the SPBCP, the Global
Environment Facility has allocated $b million
to Papua New Guinea for a national
biodiversity conservation programme and is
expected to provide US$Z.G million to the
Malta-based International Ocean Institute (IOI)
for project GLO/91/G3}1NIGIBI, "Support for
Regional Oceans Trainiltg Programnes" which
specifically includes a Pacific Islands
component to about $0.G milIion which is
expected to be based in Fiji. This will focus on
training in marine environment problems and
sustainability.

GTZ

The German aid organisation, Deutsche
Geselleschaft fur Zusammarbeit (GTZ), has
supported environmental education through a
joint project with the Fiji Forestry Department,
expects to complete a DM 2 million (1.2 million)
Fiji national forestry inventory by late 1993,
and a National Forestry Management pilot
Project focussing on sustainable yields, also in
Fiji. GTZ is also thought to be financing other
environmental work within the region but no
details are available.

JICA

The Japanese government has not supported
specifically environmental activities within the
region and none have been requested by
governments. A UNV Computer Specialist
based at SPREP for 6 months during Ig92 is
funded by JICA.

lc.""op"ace NZ and UNDP are expected to share the costs of the Environmental Contaminant Officer tbr two years.
zrhe Ulrsp and EIA activities was allocated in 1990 and supports work that is now planned for the 19gl-92 timeframe.UNEP has pledged additional money for global warming and sea level rise as well as for marine poltution activities.
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ODA

The British Development Division in the
Pacific, the regional office of the Overseas
Development Administration (ODA), provides
little direct bilateral support for environment
rvork but has given over PStg.100,000 towards
co-financing of "walkabout sawmill" projects
through the FSP, mainly in the Solomon
Islands. About 30,000 was provided to SPREP
from 1987-1990 for biodiversitv education
publications.

ODA is providing a Pacific Coordination for
three yezu's from April 1992 for a project on soil
conservation and sustainable agriculture
specifically for sloping lands in islands. The
project is being managed by the International
Board for Soil Research and Management
(IBSRAM). In addition, the UI( has agreed to
support a UNV position within SPACHEE for
two years from mid 1992. ODA and WWT co-
fianced a study of plant species conservation
needs in Fiji which was reported on in March
1992.

UNDP

The United Nations Development Programme
provides funding for an Environmental
N{anagement Specialist within SPREP to
develop national Environmental Management
Strategies (NEMS) in seven countries (Kiribati,
Nauru, Niue, Palau, Tokelau, Tuvalu and
Western Samoa) as part of $2.5 million
allocated to SPREP for broad institutional
support under a multi-island project
(PMI/90/002) for three years from late 1991.

An Environmental Contamrnation and
Pollution Control programme and a Su-qtainable
Development Network are being separately
supported. An additional $0.4 million has been
approved for the 1992 - 1996 funding cycle for
unspecified environmental activities, probably
mainly through SPREP.

UNEP

As one of the foundrng organisations of SPREP,
the llnited Nations Environment Programme
has had a long relationship with SPREP which
is a UNEP "programme activrty centre" for the
Pacific Islands. Currently UNEP is assisting
SPREP to develop a regional component of the
Global Environment Monitoring System
(GEMS) and the related Global Resource
Information Database (GRID) through
provision of $130,000 for computer facilities,
database software, a mapping system, t'aining
and staff support.

UNEP has indicatsd willingness to provide a
further $30,000 seed money for environment
and natural resources assessment and
monitoring if other donors contribute $600,000.

UNEP has reportedly contributed about $0.?
million to SPREP for marine pollution activities
between 1988 and 1992. In addition, there are
a number of ongoing national UNDP-sponsored
activities including greenhouse gas monitoring
(Fiji) and support for a national biodiversity
unit (Solomon Islands).

UNFPA

The United Nations Fund for Population
Activities has allocated US$I.O millisn fe1 g
"Population and Environment" project for the
Pacific Islands from 1992 through 1996.
Expected to be executed by SPREP, it covers
work on environment, population and
sustainable development including
development of a database. There could
potentially be support for demographic analyses
within SPBCP Conservation Areas.

USA]D

The United States Agency for International
Development has approved a $2.7 million
"South Pacific Regional Profitable
En uironnre rt tal Pro tection. Proj ect" (PEP; project
879-0023) for the period 1991 through 1995,
with most funding going through the FSP, "to
develop, demonstrate, and disseminate
innovative mechanisms for protecting natural
environment through promotion of profitable
private enterprises". Of the total $150,000 is
iil<ely to go directly to SPREP between 1992
and 1994 for information dissemination.

US$1.6 million has been allocated to FSP also,
for a 1991-1995 "Melanesiant Eco-forestry
Project" for the Solomon Islands, PNG and
Vanuatu through American NGOs, contingent
upon matching funds from elsewhere. The
USA-Asia Partnership alco has funds available
for training, support for a biodiversity network,
and other areas.

USDOI erc.

The United States Department of the Interior
has provided TNC with $2f 5,000 for
environmental work in Palau and provided
support for the environmental protection
agencies within Micronesia and the US
territories. Other US agencies, particularly the
US Fish and Wildlife Service, have provided a
wide range of biodiversity conservation services
within Micronesia.
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World Banh.

World Bank activities within the region
(excluding PNG) have focussed mainly on
environmental assessments associated with
housing and infrastructure projects. The lgg2
Regronal Economic Report will incorporate
environmental analysis based on existing
documentation. Pacific Island UNCED reports
are currently being evaluated to determine the
extent to which they can fulfill the World
Bank's requirements for an Environmental
Action Plan. The Bank is planning to work
with SPREP, ADB and UNDP to ensure that
the RETA/NEMS studies address outstanding
gaps. Memberb countries are required to have
environmental action plans as a precondition to
approval ofIDA credits after June 1g93.

ii) Environmental Support from pacific
lsland Regional Organisations

Recent and planned environmental support
activities by regional institutions are described
below.

EWC

The East West Center in Honolulu has a South
Pacific Programme for small grants and project
support related to the conservation of
biodiversity and improvement of environmental
awareness in the region. There is substantial
expertise on Pacific biodiversity within the
EWC's Environment and Policy Institute (EAP).
It is understood that the EWC plans to
substantially increase its overall level of
activities within the PICs.

FFA

The Forum Fisheries Agency has numerous
activities with environmental implications,
particularly those related to sustainable
exploitation of the living marine resources of
the region.

SOPAC

The South Pacific Applied Geoscience
Commiesion has worked with SPREP on
environmental impact assessments of coastal
development projects and has numerous
activities with environmental components or
implications. However, SOPAC primarily deals
with non-living marine resources and does not
expect to be directly involved in biodiversity
activities.

sPc
SPREP was located within the South pacific
Commission from 1g82 until 1992. Although
most SPC environmental activities have been
incorporated into SPREP in Apia, an
environmental health programme remains
within SPC and the inshore fisheries
programme is involved in improving
sustainability of fish yields.

USP

University of the South Pacific staff have
extensive knowledge of Pacific Islands
biodiversity and environmental issues in
general and will be organising a biodiversity
education project financed by MacArthur
Foundation. SPREP's UNEP funded marine
pollution work has largely been carried out by
USP, Staff of the Alafua campus near Apia
began a research programme in lgg0 on
sustainable agroforestry in Polynesia (Samoa,
Cook Islands and Fiji), Micronesia (Kiribati and
Tuvalu) and Melanesia (Vanuatu and Solomon
Islands. The USP's Marine Studies Programme
carries out coral reef research, is beginning
studies on marine biodiversity at the Great
Astrolable Reef (Kadavu, Fiji) in 1992, hopes for
extensive cooperation with SPREP, and has
proposed a regional programme to develop
expertise in identification of marine species of
the Pacific Islands. The Institute of Education
has proposed a biodiversity education
prog"ramme as part of this SPBCP. During
1992 and 1993, the Institute of Natural
Resources will be teaching a dozen of
Environmental Impact Assessment courses
within the region under a contract from
SPREP. Finally, USP research interests
include the study of the genetic resources of
wild and domesticated plants of possible
economic and medicinal value to the region
under the terms of the biodiversity convention.

iia) Environmental Support through NGOs

There is also extensive support for
environmental activities from Non Governmenr
Organisations, as summarised below.

Brehn Fu,nd

The Grehm Fund for International Bird
Conservation has an office in Tonga since 1g8g
which has carried out bird surveys, education
campaigns, training in bird husbandry and
related activities.
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FCOSS

The Fiji Council of Social Services is an
umbrella organisation for NGOs in Fiji.
Environmental activities have included a
community environment awareness workshops,
tree-planting, cleanup campaigns and related
activities.

FSP

The Foundation for the Peoples of the South
Pacific is a regional NGO, has offices in Fiji,
Kiribati. PNG, Tonga, Vanuatu and Western
Samoa and is involved in a number of
environmenUdevelopment activities within the
region including agroforestry and "walkabout
sawmills" in the Solomon Islands and elswhere.
FSP is the main contractor for the $2.? million
"Profitable Environmental Protection" project
described under USAID in the previous section.

Greertpeace

Greenpeace has an active Pacific Island
environment campaign group based in
Auckland and is contributing about $1b0,000
toward the costs of SPREP's Environmental
Contaminants Officer. A SPREP layman's
guide to pesticides was supported by Green-
peace. Waste awareness projects are underway
in the Marshall Islands and the Solomon
Islands.

IUCN

The International Union for the Conservation
of Nature has provided assistance through
SPREP for the NEMS effort, has been active in
the region for some years, and is involved with
UNDP in a proposed "Susloirtable Deuelopment
Network" within the region. The ADB-funded
national environment project in Fiji is being
managed by IUCN.

MacArthur Fowtdatiotr,

The MacArthur Foundation of the USA has
been a major supporter of environmental
programmes within the region. Since 198g,
MacArthur has committed about US$0.8
million to a range of activities by Conservation
International. TNC, USP. US$200,000 more
will be provided to USP for "Community-based
Biodiversity Conservation in Melanesia"
emphasising small scale sustainable agro-
orestry development in eight pilot communities
with a rich biodrversity inheritance which is
being eroded.

Marr,u,ia Society

The Manuia Society of New Zealand has carried
biodiversity and protected area surveys in Fiji
and the Solomon Islands, and is developing
community conservation work in the Solomons.

An analysis of social attitudes to protected
areas is underway in New Caledonia.

RFBPS

The Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of
New Zealand has financed research in a
number of Pacific Island countries by
ornithologists, canied out bird surveys (Fiji,
Western Samoa, Vanuatu), and co-financed a
bird recovery programme (Cook Islands)-

sscN
The Swedish Society for the Conservation of
Nature is providing the Weetern Samoa
environmental NGO, O le Siosiomaga Society
(OLSS), with US$150,000 over three years to
assist with several "eco-tourism" projects in
Samoa (which are also being supported by
Sweden).

TNC

The Nature Conservancy is developing a
regional ecosystem classification system with
support from USAID and has a range of
biodiversity-related projects in the region
involving protection of threatened or
endangered species and in preserving critical
habitats. The TNC Pacific Islands activities,
with a budget exceeding $250,00 per year, are
coordinated from Hawaii with the most active
programmes in Micronesia, particularly Palau
and the Federated States of Micronesia both of
which has local TNC offices.

WCMC

The World Conservation Monitoring Centre in
the UK is likely to support development of
SPREP's regional environmental databased
activities possibly including coverage beyond
protected areas.

World YWCA

The Fiji-based office of the World YWC has a
staff member who deals w-ith energ-y and
environment issues, environmental education
and environmental campaigns.

wwF

WWF, World Wide Fund for Nature, provided
support for SPREP's Protected Areas Of6cer in
the f980, and expanded its So-uth Pacific
Proglamme in 1990. It has pilotted a
community-based resource conservation
programme in the Solomons providing support
to rural village groups. WWF is involved in the
design and execution of the USAID-FSP PEP
project and of an associated information service
for ecologically sustainable development. A
Review of the Status and Management of PNG's
Protected Areas was completed in July f 992.
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Annex 7: Memberchip of SPREP and Project Goverage

The "developing country" members of SPREP are the same as the membership of the South Pacific
Commission (SPC).

Member

1. American Samoa

2. Cook lslands

3. Federated States of Micronesia

4. Fiji

5. French Polynesia

6. Guam

7. Kiribati

8. Marshalllslands

9. Nauru

10. New Caledonia

11. Niue

12. Northem Mariana lslands

13. Palau

14. PapuaNewGuinea

15. Pitcaim lsland'

16. Solomon lslands

17, Tokelau

18. Tonga

19. Tuwlu

20, Vanuatr

21. Wallis and Futuna

22. Westem Samoa

Abbrsv.,(uNf

AS

cKl

Mtc

FIJ

FP

GM

KIR

MAS

NAU

NC

NIU

CNMI

PAL

PNG

sol

TOK

TON

TUV

VAN

S,AM

UNDP Field Office

n.a.

Apia

Suva

Suva

n.a.

n.a.

Suva

Suva

Suva

n.a.

Apia

n.a.

Suva

Port Moresby

n.a.

Suva

Apia

Suva

Suva

Suva

n.a.

Apia

The ndeveloped member countries" of the SPREP are Auetf,alia, Frauce, New Zealand, and the United States of Anerica.
I Notoe:

* No SPBCP funds will be used directly for support of project activitiee in thege countrieslterritories. flowever, other
fuarling is expected to be made available so that theae lglsnds may participate in regional and eub-regional project
activities.

n.a. not applicable or not available.
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Annex 8: Breakdown of Finance to SPREP by Member Governments and Donop

A) Finance of spREp Staff positions 4) Adminiatrative Assistant

The spREp positions that are funded bv its |] .ffi:ffi:'member governments are ti'e following:
r) Director; ?) Gardener

2) Environmetal Education officer; 8) Driver

3) project officer/scientist The donors indicated have agteed to fund the
positi'ons listed belbw:

Posltion

Deputy Direclor

Informalion and Publications Officer

Prolecl Oflier (Biodiveruity)

Environment Contaminanb Officer

Assessment Officer

Finance Officer

Legal Officer

Admin'rshative Ofiicet

Environment Information Data Analyst

Compuler Specialist

Climate Change Officer

Project Ofiicer (UN0ED)

Team Leadu(NEM$)

Team Leader (RETA)

SeniorAccounb Cle* (3)

Accounls Cleft

Donor

NewZealand

NsZealand

Nafl Zealand

Greenpeace NZ I UNDP (50% eadt)

UNDP

UNDP

France

UNDPruNV

UNEP

UNV

AIDAB

ADB/AIDAB

UNDP

ADB

UNDP

UNDP

Gomnrntind dabr:,, ,,

Jan 1992 - 1994

Jan 1992 - 1$13/4

Marfi 1992 - tr4arci 1992

Jan 1992 - 1994

Nov 1991 - 1994

Nov 1901 -Jun 1993

Mid 1992 - 1995

1992 - 1994

March 1902 - Mardt 1993

1992

1991 - 1993

Mardr 1991 - 1993

Apdl 1991 - 1903

Oot 1990 -April 1993

1992 - 1993

1992 - 19!r3
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B) Approximate Contributions by Member Governments and Donors

Donor interest in environmental has increased greatly in the past several years. Assistance to this
sub-sector through SPREP has included the following:

Donor

ADB

AIDAB

East West Center/Mac Arthur

Greenpeace NZ

Member govemmenls

UNEP

NZ govemmenl

UNDP

UNDP

Other

Total

Gonblbution(USSOOO} Commontsand/orDuration

1,040 RETA, UNCED

400 ElA, NEMS, core

60 ProjectFunding

150 See note 1

285 1990

804 1990.1992; See note 2

542 see note 3

500 SPBCP PA Team, misc

2,518 PMt/90/002

100 See note 4

6,399

Notes:

Greenpeace NZ and UNDP are expected to share the costs ofthe Environmental ContaminanLs Officer for two years.

The UNEP support for EIA activities was allocated in 1990 and supports work that is no*'planned for the 199f - 1992
timeframe. UNEP has pledged additional money for global warming and sea level rsie a.s well as fro marine pollution
activities

Deputy Director and Information and Publications OfEcer.

Assistance, mainly on a project-funding basis, has been received from Canada, Chile, France, TNC, United Kingdom,
USAID and WWF. Australia and New Zealand have made considerable contributions outside of their normal
membership contributions to the funding of SPREP projects and meetings, as well as to the sponsorship of Paci-fic island
protected area personnel scholarships in their countries. The ADB, AIDAB and UNDP are complementing each other in
funding NEMS/RETA activities for a dozen countries.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Annex 9: Scope and lnitial Project Concept

Proiect Background Management lssues and Project Outline

. who is proposing the project and personal or lmain purpose and focus of the conservation
organisation background effort

. brief project description . community needs and sustainable develop-
ent opportunities

The Proposed conservation Area . conservation and development issues and
. area, Iocation, boundaries, ownership/tenure how the project will address these

Gonservation Area Features r proposed project implementation plan
includ-ing linkages with other projects

' geography' ecosystems' habitats and biota r roles of local NGos and community-based

Human Activities organisations, as participants and benefici-
nes.

. settlement patterns in area

. use of resources Management structure

conservation Area varues ' :i:t""ffHil:1fiT""r"" 
for project manase-

r how the landowners\ocal communities o proposed project budget.
value the area

r values for conservation, science, education,
recreation and tourism

. values of resource extraction e.g, forestry,
fishing, mining etc.
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Annex 10: some Possible Elements of a GA situation Anatysis

Economic Analysis Political/lnstitutional

Economic activities currently undertaken in
the proposed site and those which impact on
the proposed site (subsistence and value-
adding);

economic value attached to the factors of
production from the local, regional and
national perspectives, particularly those
which may affect biodiversity conservation
in the proposed site income and expenfiture
patterns;

income and expenditure patterns

resource pricing mechanisms

analysis ofresource flow into/out ofproposed
site

cost-benefit analysis: least-cost options for
sustainable development; investment and
business opportunities though project which
account for biodiversity conservation

inventory of skills which human resources
could potentially contribute to the CA
project

a

a

a

prevailing political climate re biodiversity,
sustainable development, NGOs, community
development, WID flegislation, policies,
offrces, players, etc)

government regulatory mechanisms which
may impact on proposed site, eg. credit and
currency markets, subsidies, etc. (eg market
prices may be disborted and not a true
reflection of cost of resource use in terms of
environmental degradation

property rights (eg development, transfer,
use, tenure)

Social Analysis

social organisation of produetion, resource
use

economic and social and conservation values.
beliefs and practices in proposed site

abs.orptive capacity of intended beneficiary
groups (eg will, resources, organisation)

Ecological/Environmental

r Boundary description
conservation area

of proposed

Known biodiversity of area

Known endemic species present

Special or unique landforms, geological
formations or other physical features

Predicted biodiversity values (where values
are not known, they can often be inferred -
for example a large area of undisturbed
lowland forest can be predicted to have high
value for low-land dependent wildlife)

National and regional importance of area

Resource management issues pertinent to
environmental and ecological considerations
(including imminent threats such as loggrng
or roading, and the impact of local resource
management systems).

a

a

a

a

a
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Annex 11: Summary of SPBCP Gonsultative Workshop held in Port Vila,
Vanuatu, on 22-23 October lggl.

Background

Following the approval of the Project Form-
ulation Framework (PFF) document in mid
1991 and the development of a PA Phase
document in August of that year, SPREP
undertook lhe first step of the PA Phase work
programme by convening a regional workshop
on the SPBCP in Port Ylla,22-23 October 1991.
The workshop was held in conjunction with the
SPREP preparatorv workshop on UNCED.

Participation

The workshop was attended by technical
representatives drawn mainly from the
environment and conservation agencies of the
SPREP member governments, some NGO's,
USP, SPREP and UNDP. A Iist of the
participants is appended.

Workshop Activities

The primary purpose of the workshop was to
inform the SPREP member countries of the
recent developments with the SPBCP and to
seek the views of the participants on the
approach to biodiversity conservation being
advocated in the PFF i.e. by placing the
emphasis on the establishment of Conservation
Areas and on species protection.

The opportunity was also taken to review and
amend the SPREP regional strategies for the
conservation of birds and marilie mammals
which were identified for support under the
SPBCP.

Results

While there was strong support for the SPBCP
and its basic concepts, the workshop
participants raised the following points for
attention in the final Programme Docum.ent:

r the concept of Conservation Areas should be
clearly defined;

. financial arrangements should allow rapid
disbursements of funds;

o implementation strategies need to be
carefully considered in such a complex
progTamme;

r the lack of expertise and staf members in the
region to implement in-country activities
should be adequately considered;

e the lengthy negotiations required to
establish a Conservation Area should be
'clearly understood in Programme design and
timing;

r the programme needs to focus on long term
management and maintenance of
conservation areas;

. there may be some opposition by some
governments to the use of NGO's operating
at the local level;

. the programme should place (economic)
resource values on conservation areas; and

r there is a need to work with land-owning
groups to develop sustainable development
practices.

ln addition to consideration of the PFF and PA
Documents, the workshop further refined the
SPREP regional strategies for the conservation
of Birds and Marine Mammals and etrongly
supported the inclusion of a species protection
function in the SPBCP.

PARTIGIPANTS

GOVERNMENTS

American Samoa

Mr Richard Volk - Economic Development
Planning Offlce

Australia

Ms. Genevieve Hamilton - Dept. Foreign Affairs
and Trade

Mr Phil Burgess - DASETT

Mr Richard Thackeray - Australian National
Parks and Wildlife Service

Mr David Roberts - AIDAB

Mr Dan Van Classen - Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park

Cook Islands

Ms Anna Tiraa - Cook Islands Coneervation
Service

Federated Srates of Micronesia

Ms Maureen Phelan - Ofhce of Attorney
General

Fiji
Mr Stuart Chape - Ministry of Housing and
Urban Affairs
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French Polynesia NON4OVERNMENT ORGAMSATIONS

Ms Yolande Vernaudon - Delegation for the Fourtdatiort for the Peoples of the South Pacific
Environment 

Ms Kathy Fry - vanuatu
Kiribati Internatiortal Forest Enuironment Research and,
Ms Tererei Abete - Ministry of Environment Managernertt
and Natural Resources Mr John Hibbert
Marshall Islan'ds Royal Forest and Bird. Protection society of New
Mr Kasuo Helgenberger - RMI Environmental Zealand
Protection AgencY Ms sue Maturin
Ms Maftha Crawford - RMI Environmental
protection Agency t ne lvcllure Lotlseruanlcy - raclf'c fieglotlal'

Office
PaPua New Guitrca Dr James Maragos
Mr John wilmott - Department of 'g of the south pacific
Environment and Conservation utLLUersL)

palaa Dr Gunsagar Pillai

Mr Demei otobed - Bureau of Resources and world wide Fun'd For Nature (wwF)

Development Mr Peter Hunnam

Mr Noah Idechong - Bureau of Resources and RESOURCE PERSONNEL
Development Mr Peter Thomas - The Nature conseruancy -
Solomon Islands Pacific Regiona'l Office

Mr Henry Isa - Ministry of Natural Resources Mr Iosefatu Reti - Enuironmental Consultant

Tonga Dr Rod Hay - Department of Conseruatinn. - New

Mrs Netatua Fifita - Ministry of Lands, Survey Zealan'd

and Natural Resources Dr Randy Thaman - Uniuersity of the South

Tuvaru Pacific

Ms Misaraima Nelesone - office of the prime Y;,y"*m:t$H 
'rDepartmern of

Minister

Vanuatu Mr Steve Leatherwood - Chairman IUCN
C eta,c ean Sp e cinlist G r oup

Mr Ernest Bani - Ministry of Home A-ffairs Mr Dieter Rinke - Brehm - Fond,s sud.see
Mr Charles Vatu - Ministry of Home Alfairs Expediti'ort'

Mr Aru Mathais - Department of Forestry SOUTH PACIFIC BEGIONAL

Mr Joshua Mael - Department of Forestry E}-IVIRONMENTL PRoGRAMME

Western Samoa, Mr DavidSheppard - RETA Team Leader

l4l gsilimalo pati Liu - Department of Lands Ms Tekura Manea - office Assistant

and Environment Ms Andrea Willisns - Office Assistant

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

Ms Kristy Regan - Suva
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Annex 12: Summary of Consultative Workshop held in Apia, Western Samoa,
on 29 - 31 July 1992.

Background

To complement the PA Team's extensive
consultations with government representatives,
NGOs and other interested parties during the
preparation of the SPBCP Project Document, it
was considered desirable to convene a workshop
of government and NGO representatives to
present the Interim Project Document for
broader review and recommendations.

Participation

The workshop was convened by SPREP in Apia,
29 - 3l July 1992, and was attended by more
than 30 participants representing SPREP
member governments and international and
local NGO's. A list of participants is appended.

Workshop Activities

The main objective of the workshop was to
review the project document and form
recommendations for its improvement as
considered necessary. The workshop focussed
on four main aspects of the Interim Project
Document:

o SPBCP Objectives and End of Programme
Outputs;

o the ConservationArea Concept;

r the "Rolling Project Design";

o Programme Strategy and Institutional
Arrangements.

Results

1. SPBCP Obiectives and Programme
Outputs

There was general consensus on the validity of
the Programme's objectives provided stronger
emphasis was given to the need for long term
project sustainability and to objectives 1 and 2.
The integration of conservation and sustainable
development should be an important aspect of
the programme with more emphasis being
given to the role of the Programme in the
identification and implementation of sustain-
able development and income generation
activities. There was a need to morr clearly
define the meaning of the term biod,versity.
The need to develop a mechanism to link the
SPBCP with the wider biodiversity conserv-
ation activities in the region was also
commented on.

2. The Conservation Area Goncept

Th'e workshop sought a clearer explanation of
the CA concept and greater emphaeis on the
sustainable development component of CA
establishment and management. Other points
raised for consideration were the need to
address:

r the legal implications and associated
obligations of the Conservation Area and its
management;

o the strategy for allocating resources to the
CAs;

. the need for the CA criteria to reflect
achievability;

o the need to include locally significant
biodiversity in the criteria.

3. The Rolling Project Design

There was support for the concept of a phased
project design and implementation procesg
which would allow interaction between the
SPBCP staff and project proponente to ensure
projects meet the objectives of the SPBCP.
Clarification of the format of an initial proect
concept and Project Plan was sought. The
emphasis given to the submission of projects by
or with landowner/community support and
endorsement was strongly supported. So too
were the provisions in the SPBCP to support
the consensus building and endorsement
process for promising projects. There was
enthusiasm for the concept of Tlust Funds for
individual CAPs as a means of ensuring the
funding for the project would remain available
beyond the life ofthe project.

4. Programme Strategy and Institutional
Arrangements

There was support for the strategy of
establishing CAPS in atl the participating
countries and for an approval process which
accepts projects throughout the _Iife of the
SPBCP. There was considerable discussion
about the relationship of the SPBCP with
SPREP.
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The workshop consensus was that there would NEW ZEALAND
be a need. for SPREP to maintain a capacity to n n r
deal with regional biodiversity issues ;h;h'f"U fr Rod Hay - Department of Conservation,

outside the scope of the spBcp Ch" ;;;;;J conservation science centre

Conventions and the International Convention NIUE
on Biodiversity; biodiversity property 

l^*l*, Mr Bradley pulu - Environment officer,the countries nol included in the SPBCP etc.). Co_?lr'"r,, Affairs Office
Other points raised for consideration included: SOLOMON'SZINDS
r the need for the establishment of CASO r. yr

positions to be regarded in a nexibre *;^"" Hffi?,,tff;ffi1f#,*:1fi,},'ff;ml
r the need for funding to be realistic and of a Reeources

level necessary for successful CAP; TOKELAU
e the need for the Tripartitie Review to Ms suia Gaualofa - Environment officerinclude NGO representation;

r that funrting be disbursed to cAp,s in 3.4 i"l i:?:i*"lH;3"*onment 
Advisor' office

stages and;

o reporting and review processes and T0NGA

guidelines be addressed. Mrs Netatua Ffita - Ecologist and

The points raised in the workshop were -u:X,::-":t3:l-Y:T*ooflands,survev
subseluently addressed by the PA Team in the ano Narural fi'esources

editing of the Project Document. TWALU

participanrs 
Xir#"jili3?H:;f,;.*#^entar 

orncer,

GOVERNMENTS wANUATU
AUSTRALIA Mr Ernest Bani - principal Environment
Mr Graham Hunter - Center for Pacific Officer, Environment Unit
Development and Training, AIDAB WESTERN SAMOA
MrPhilBurgess-BiodiversitySection, rr d r ^
Department of Arts, sports, tle Environment, Mrsa.muelu sesega - Principal Environment

and Territories (DASET)

COOKISLANDS Mr Cedric Schuster - Environment Officer,
Divrsron of Lands, Survey and Environment

MrTearikiRongo'Directorofconservation NoN_GoVERNMENTALoRGANIsATIoNs
Seryice

FEDERATED STATES OF MTCRONESTI ff;TRALUN 
COUNCIL FOR OWRSEAS

Mr J. Raglmar Subolmar - Chief of ,r n .r m
InternationalAffairs, DepartmentofForeign H:*^Yl1T-:^:u"-ronmentand
Affairs everopmenr Advlser

FIJI EM'IRONMENT DEFENDERS OFFICE
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Annex 13: Documentation produced or undenray during PA Phase

The following documents are under preparation by team members, short-term consultants, or
SPREP staff specifically for the South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation Programe Preparatory
Assistance phase. These will be published under the SPBCP and will be available from SPREP.

l. "An Annotated Bibliography of Reports and Materials Related to Biodiversity Conservation of
relevance to the Pacific Islands" First draft only - (Adrienne Farago, SPREP, April 1992). Further
work will be done during the project.

2. National Biodiversity Reviews:

Gounby

Cook lshnds

Frji

Kidbali

Niue

Palau

Tokelau

Tonga

Twahr

Vanuafu

Wesbm Samoa

fsns|ftrl S'tudlss

Pnpredly
+-4ig

Gerald lllc€ormadr

Dick Wating

Janns Maragod
Randy Thaman

Bndley Punu

Charbs Cooke

Jarns tvlaragoa

Nebtua Fifib

James Maragos

Randy Thaman

Gharles Dafty

ArfiurWhistler

Erpeslad llednr Studiee

Pnlr,redby

Genld McComack

Leon Zann

James iilanagos

Bradley Punu

Charles0ookd
James Maragos

James lilaragos

NeEtra Fifih

James Maragos

Charles Darby

Leon Zann

Expodod,
Complgdon

May 1992

June 1992

hte June 1992

July 1992

July 1992

late June 1992

July 1992

late June 1992

May 1992

May 1992

Conpleton

May'1992

8lilay'1992

June 1992

July 1992

July 1992

June 1992

Juty 1992

June 19!12

May 1992

May 1992

3. A Review of Biological Diuersity of the Pacific Islands. Material from the following appear in the
main text of this document.

ComponE* Piqp.t*try: Complclr:

Tenestial DavltGiven Apil 1992

It&rine Paul Hottrus & James [,lanagos Mardt 1992

4. Reuiew of l*gal and Institutiorwl Options for Conseruatio Areas. Environmental Defender's
Office (Sydney) and NEMS/RETA lega consultants. (to be completed: early August 1992)

5. Reuiew of NGO Enuironmerutal Actiuities in the Pacific Islands. WWF (to be finalised: September
1992)

6. Biodiuersity in the South Paeific: A Matter of SuruiuaL PA Team, completed May 1992; flyer
describing the SPBCP.
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Annex 14: Preliminary Proposals or SPBCP Project Goncepts Received
during the Preparatory Assistance Phase

The following documents have been received by
SPREP or SPBCP PA team members. These
include formal proposals submitted by
governments, initial concepts provided for
prelimiaavt discussions, proposals prepared by
NGOs or regional organisations, etc.

1. Country specific

Federated States of Micronesia

"The Selapwuk Rainforest Watershed Project" (4
pages, f991). Brief description of watershed
project in lush rainforest area of Pohnpei which
may be proposed for SPBCP support. Prepared
by Pohnpei state government with assistance of
TNC. Submitted by the Office of the Governor
through the national government.

Fiji
"Integrated Development Plan for Taveuni
Island" (22 pages plus seven annexes;
Environmental Planning Unit, Ministry of
Housing and Urban Development).

Kiribati
"Conseruation of Atoll Vegetation of Kiribati" (5
pages, undated late 1991). Concept proposal
prepared by WWF and FSP for Government of
Ifiribati consideration; for atoll land-use and
vegetation survey, development of a
conservation plan, and exploitation of native
plants for sustainable cash income.

Niue

"Niue Biodiuersity Conseruo,tion Project". (3
pages, 14 July 1992). A project to improve the
capability of the Government, NGOs, and
landowning groups to plan and manage the
Hakupu-Liku conservation areas; submitted by
the Community Affairs Office, Government of
Niue.

Palau

" Palau's Bio di uer sity Con ser uatio n, Pro gratn tne"
(6 pages, 6 July 1992). An official CA project
proposal to follow up on earlier concept papers
discussed with the PA Team; to begin to bridge
the gap between resource management and
resource ownership and use, and to begin to
mobilize support for conservation area
establishment.

"Palau Binlogical Diuersity Protection - Draft
Concept" (2 pages, April 1992). Note prepared
by the Division of Coneervation and
Entomology of Palau's Ministry of Resources
and Development with broad ideas of the type
of support Palau may propose for SPBCP
assistance.

"Regi.onal Bindiuersity and Palau" (25 pages,
March f992). Overru-iew of biodiversity in
Palau, issues, and preliminarily concepts for
several conservation areas which may be
proposed for SPBCP support.

Western Samoa

"Socioeconomic Suruey of Perceptiorl,s and
Attitudes Towards Mangroues and their
irnmediate environrnents". Tentative Propoeal
for the Western Samoan Conservation Area
Project (4 pages, March 1992). Outline for
SPBCP support for Saanapu/Sataoa (Upolu)
mangrove perception and attitudes eurvey
prepared by Division of Environment with
proposed collaboration by other departments,
NGOs and village councils.

2. Regional

SPREP Avifauna Working Group

"South Pacific Regional Bird Conservation
Prograrnme - Plan, for Action" (6 pages, Oct
1991). Proposal for birds surveys,
documentabion, species management and
education prepared during regional biodiversity
workshop held in Port Vila erplicity to be
incorporated into the SPBCP.

SPREP Marine Mammal Conservation
Programrrre Steering Comnrittee

"Draft Marine Manmal Conseruation
Prograrnnte" (6 pages, October l99f). Propoeal
for marine mammal bibliography, database
development, research and education prepared
during regional biodiversity workshop held in
Port Vila explicity to be incorporated into the
SPBCP.

SPREP Marine Turtle Working Group

"A Regional Marine Turtle Conseruation, and,
Managernent Progranme for the South Pacific
Regiort". Port Vila workshop (1991)
recommended this programme to be
incorporated into the SPBCP.
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Annex 15: Government Departmenb and NGOs with Strong Environmental
Focus within the Pacific lslands

This Annex summarises key government
departments, statutory bofies and NGOs
operating within the region whose primary
responsibility is environmental planning or
management or which have major activities in
this area. Those NGOs which have limited or
occasional environmental activities are not
included. PNG and those countries or
territories not participating directly in the
SPBCP are also excluded. Most local NGOs
listed are small and underfinanced. Regional
and international NGOs are listed only where
they have in-country Pacific Islands offices.

Cook lslands

i) Gouentrnent

The Cook Islands Conservation Seryice was
established in 1982. It has had a peak staff
of nine, all local people, seven Rarotonga
based.

ii) NGOs

Cook Islands National Youth Council. Cook
Islands National Council of Women.

Federated States of Micronesia

i) Couentnrcnt

There is no national conservation agency in
the FSM. The Department of Human
Resources is the SPREP contact whereas the
Department of Resources and Development
has some environmental responsibilities.
Much of the environmental work is carried
out at state, not national level.

ii) NGOs

The state Community Action Agencies
(Chuuk, I(osrae, Pohnpei and Yap) have
some environmental activities. The Yap
Institute of National Resources has a good
library of environmental materials and has
been involved in resource assessments
throughout Micronesia. The Nature
Conservancy has one part-time staff member
in Pohnpei.

FUi

l) Government

An Environmental Unit with three
permanent staff and a number of advieere
has been established within the Department
of Town and Country Planning of the
Ministry of Housing and Urban
Development.

There is an Intermnisterial Environmental
Management Committee (EMC) and a
National Environmental Steering
Comnittee established for the NEMS,
UNCED and World Heritage initiatives.
The Forestry Department (Minietry of
Primary Industries) expanded itg
Environment Division in early 1992 under a
Senior Forestry Officer. There are now two
Iocal professional staff, several forest area
rangers, and an adviser in environmental
education. The Ministry of Primary
Industries has one enyironment officer. The
Department of Enerry has a rural
energy/environmental offrcer position. The
Native Land Trust Board (NLTB) recently
added environmental management and
sustainable development to the
reeponeibilities of a senior staff member.
The National Trust for Fiji, a statutory body
established in 1970, hae two staff members a
number of volunteer workers and legal
responsibility for several reserved areas-

ii) NGOs

FCOSS, the Fiji Council of Social Services is
an NGO unbrella organisation with some
community environmental awareness
activities. The South Pacific Action
Committee on Human Ecology and the
Enrrironment (SPACHEE), with one full-
time staff member and several temporary
and volunteer sta{f, is Fiji-based but has a
regional focus. The World YWCA has a
Nadi-based energy and environment of6.ce.
FSP and KANA, have activities in
sustainable rural development. The regional
Pacific Council of Churches, based in Fiji,
plans several environmental awareness and
sustainable development workshops in 1992.
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Kiribati
i) Gouernrnent

The Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resotrrces Development has one
professionaVadministrative position for
environmental matters. Funding is
available from SPREP(NEMS) to support an
Environment Coordinator position within
the Ministry.

ii) NGOs

None specifically environmental although
FSP, the Karikarakean Mwengaraoin
Kiribati, and the Solar Energy Company
have environmental activities.

Marshall Islands

r) Gouernment

The Republic of the Marshall Islands
Environmental Protection Agency (RMIEPA)
is responsible for environmental matters.
Pollution control in coastal and inland
waters is a major responsibility.

ii) NGOs

The Maloelap Self Reliance Movement is
tryrng to raise environmental awareness.

Niue

r) Gouernment

The Office of Community Affairs is
responeible for environmental matters. A
Conservation Act, which is pending, would
allow the creation of a Conservation Seryice
under a Council which reports to Cabinet.
SPREP through the NEMS project is
funding the Environment Officer position
within the Communitv Affairs Office.

ii) NGOs

The Niue Council of Women is involved in
environmental education in 13 villages.

Palau

i) Gouernment

The Division of Conservation and
Entomology within the Ministry of
Reeources and Development has the key
national role in environmental management.
There is one professional sta{f position. The
NEMS project has provided funding for an
Environment Education Officer.

ii) NGOs

The EPQB is quasi-government body
responsible for assuring compliance with
environmental planning regulations. The
Palau Community Action Energy (PCAA)
focuses on low-income families including
sustainable agriculture. The Nature
Conservancy (Hawaii) has an active office in
Koror and Pacific Resources Institute @RI)
has recently carried out studies related to
environmental perceptions in Palau and
FSM.

Solomon Islands

i) Gouentment

The Division of Environment, Conservation
and Energy within the Ministry of Natural
Resources has two established professional
environmental positions of which one is
fi.Iled.

ii) NGOs

The Pacific Islands Association of NGOg
(PIANGO) is based in Honiara and the
Development Services Exchange has
facilities and office space available for
NGOs. The Solomon Islands Development
Trust (SIDT) is currently focusing on lin-ks
between population growth
environmental management.

and
The

International Center for Living Aquatic
Resources Management (ICLARM) is a
practical academic institution working on
management of aquatic resources to enhance
incomes of coastal people. FSP and "Save
the Children" have environmental activities.
WWF has community project facilitators rn
the Solomons. The Nature Conservancy has
a full time field representative in Honiara.

Tokelau

r) Gouernment

There is one full time environmental offrcer
({lN Volunteer) attached to the of6ce to
Tokelau Affairs for two years from mid 1992.
SPREP, through NEMS, will soon fund
another position with the Apia-based Office.

ii) NGOs

Tokelau Island Women's Committee.
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Tonga

i) Govenunerfi

The Envuonmental Planning Section of the
Ministry of Lands, Survey and Natural
Resources has several staff with some
environmental training. An Interdepartmental
Environment committee meets on occassion to
coordinate e nvironmental reviews.

ii) NGOs

The Marine Research Foundation is trying
to foster public awareness of environmental
issues. The Brehm Fund has a Tonga office
involved in bird conservation efforts. FSP,
the Marine Research Foundation, the
Tongan National Youth Congress and the
Tonga Community Development Trust have
environm entally-oriented activities.

Tuvalu

il Gouernment

SPREP, through the NEMS programme, has
paid for an Environment Coordinator
position with the Office of the Prime
Minister.

ii) NGOs

The Tuvalu Solar Electric Cooperative
Society promotes sustainable energy use.

Vanuatu

i) Gouernment

The Environment Section of the Department
of Physical Planning and Environnent,
Ministry of Home Affairs was established in
1986. It has foul staff positions of which two
were filled in early 1992.

ii) NGOs

The National Community Development
Trust (NKDT) emphasises self-suffrciency in
environmental protection. The Vanuatu
Natural Science Society is an environmental
network. Activities include a campaign to
save the coconut crab.

Western Samoa

i) Gouentment

The Division of Environment and
Conservatin of the Ministry of Lands,
Survey and Environment has fow local and
one expatriate professional staff. SPREP
will soon seconded one officer for 3 months
to help with the increasing work of the
Division.

ii) NGOs

OIe Siosiomaga Society Inc. is a national
non-profit environment organisation based
in Apia and is jointly involved with the
Swedish Society for Nature Conservation in
implementilg rainforest protection
agreements with Tafua, Faala and
Salelologa villages on Savaii Island.
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Annex 16: Summary of Country Visits by the pA Team

The Terms of Reference for the PA Team
required that the Team undertake amongst
other things, the following:

. consult with priority countries/governments
and design country specific implementation
strategies;

r gather detailed information of particular
areas and species to refi.ne regional species
conservation plans and establish a priority
sites list

o coordinate with other conservation efforts
and agencies.

The country visits were undertaken mainly for
the purposes states above. The countries
visited, the agencies met and the main focus of
discussions are summarised below.

t Western Samoa (3 - 6 February IggZ):
Discussions with the key agency @ept. of
Lands, Survey and Environment) focused on
the Saanapu/Sataoa mangrove area
proposed as a conservation area under the
SPBCP. Meetings with other offrcials in
government confirmed that there was
enough interest in the environment and in
the conservation of natural resources to
support projects such as those envisaged
under the SPBCP. Agencies met include;
Forestry Division of the Department of
Agriculture, Forests and Fisheries, USp
Alafua, OfEce of the New Zealand High
Commission, Office of the Australian High
Commission, O le Siosiomaga Society Inc.,
UNESCO, FAO, UNDP, SPREP, and the
Department of Lands, Survey and
Environment.

. Office of Tokelau Affairs (E February t99Z):
There was general acceptance of the CA
concept as most appropriate for Tokelau. It
is impractical to rule out the use of motus
(islands) by people thus the broadly defined
CA concept was fully supported. The only
other agency consulted in relation to
Tokelau was the UNDP which was
recruiting a UN volunteer for Tokelau.

o Palau (5 - 18 March 1gg2): The Palau visit
was organised to coincide with the NEMS
workshop thus allowing the Team to meet
with the people who are closely involved in
environr:o.ental and conservation matters in
the country.

The SPBCP was introduced and a project
concept paper was presented to the Team;
this was the basis for the discussions that
followed. Site visits were organised to areas
Iikely to be proposed as CAs. On the basis of
comments from the Team on the concept
paper, the authorities agreed to revise the
proposal and submit it officially to the
SPBCP. The main agencies met include; the
Bureau of National Resources, Foreign
Affaire, Speaker of the Koror State, Speaker
of the Tobi State, U.S. Department of the
Interior, Palau Research Institute. National
Museum of Palau, Palau Community Action
Agency, the Nature Conservancy.

t Federated States of Micronesia (18 Z0
March 1992): One of the first project
proposal received for the SPBCP was from
the FSM. This was for assistance towards
the establishment of the Pohnpei Integrated
Watershed project. The area has been
declared by legislation as a protected area
mainly to ensure the continued supply of
water for the State and to protect the
endemic flora and fauna of the island. The
project involves groups of landownere and is
an appropriate model for the SpBCp.
Meetings were held with agencies of the
National Government such as the
Department of Human Resources, Office of
Planning and Statistics, Department of
Resources and Development and the
Department of External Affabs. At the
State level, meetings were held with
Forestry ofhcials and a group of landowners
from the project site, the State Offrce of
Planning and Statistics and the Office of the
Governor.

c Australia (21 - 22 April 1992): Although
Australia will not be a direct recipient of
GEF resources, it has indicated it will co-
finance the SPBCP provided it was happy
with the design. Australia (AIDAB) had also
expressed interest in the work of the pA
Team and the visit to Canberra enabled the
Team to discuss these matters with the
Australian ofEcials. The visit also enabled
two members of the Team to meet with a
group of NGOs in Sydney. Main agencies
met included; AIDAB, DASETT, Australian
Council for Overseas Aid (ACFOA),
Environment Defender's Office, Greenpeace
Australia, Ideas Center, WWF pacific
Programme, WWF Australia.
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Fiji (23 April - I May 1992): The Taveuni
Integrated Development Plan was presented
to the Team at a seminar organised by the
Environment Unit of the Department of
Town and Country Planning and was the
focus of discussions with government
officials. The Team reviewed the proposal
and presented its comments at another
meeting towards the end of the visit. A field
visit was organised to the Taveuni island
thus providing the Team a brief but valuable
look at the area being proposed for
conservation under the SPBCP. The key
agencies met were; the Department of Town
and Country Planning, Native Land Trust
Board, National Trust of Fiji, Forestry,
Tourism, USP, USAID and UNDP.

Niue (20 - 22 May 1992): The visit to Niue
followed an inrritation from that country for
the Team to assist with the identification of
potential CAs in the country. Again the visit
was organised to coincide with a NEMS
workshop. As in Palau, attendance by the
Team at the workshop provided the
opportunity for country officials to
appreciate the link between the SPBCP and
the work of other agencies and other
programmes of SPREP. A site visit to the
Hakupu forest reserve impressed the Team
with the potential of the area as a CA. An
important feature of the area was that it has
been protected for more than a hundred
years under customary law and has
remailed virtually unspoiled up to now. The
land clearing for agriculture that is going on
in areas adjacent to the reserve poses a
direct threat to the area and will be an
interesting challenge to the CA. The Niue
officials undertook to prepare a formal
request for assistance from the SPBCP to set
up the area as a CA. Key agencies met were;
Community Affairs, Foreign Affairs,
Education Department, Public Works,
Agriculture and Fisheries. Team also met
with landowners from the Hakupu and
Makefu villages whose lands are the focus of
the forest reserve.

Tfu,ualu (16 - 17 June 1992): Atolls have
special needs which may be quite different to
those of the larger volcanic islands. The
visits to Tuvalu and Kiribati enabled the
Team leader to discuss with officials in these
countries how the SPBCP might be able to
heip with current and future efforts in
setting up CAs.

Tuvalu did not have any specific proposal to
be discussed although interest wa8
expreseed on the possibility of setting up a
marine reserve mainly as a way of
restricting fishing activities on some areag
which are being rapidly degraded by over
fishing especially with destructive devices.
Officials government expressed keen
interest in the SPBCP (Tuvalu was one of
the countries which signed the SPBCP
concept document in 1990) and indicated
that the appropriate offrcials will contact
SPREP should current interest result in a
firm proposal. Meetings were held with
officials in both the Prime Minister's Office
which is responsible for environment and
conservation matters, and Foreign Affairs.
A brief meeting with the Fisheries Advisor
was also organised.

o Kiribati (17 - 19 June 1992): On receipt of
the letter from the Team leader advising of
his impending visit, the Ministry of
Environment, Natural Resources and
Development invited project proposals from
other government departments and
institutions in Kiribati. Three proposals
were received from the USP Integrated Atoll
project. However, these have not been seen
by the Secretary of the Ministry will submit
the proposals after they have reviewed and
discussed them with the proponents.
Meetings were held with the Head of the
Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources Development as well as eerdor
officials in Fisheries and Environment.
Other meetings were held with the FSP,
Agriculture and Women's Committee.
Informal discussions were also held with the
UNDP Integrated Atoll field project offrcer
and a staff of the SPC Community Training
Center in Suva, Fiji.
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The Teams lmpression from Gountry Visits

Through the country visits, the Tenm was able
to have a first hand impression of the capacity
and degree of readinegs within countries to
become involved in the SPBCP. Clearly from
these visits, there was a great deal of interest in
the region but whether this intereet will
eventually turn into projeets on the gtound
remains to be seen.

What waa important was the opportt'nity
afforded the Team to introduce the SPBCP and
to discuss project ideae and concepts which
might be supported under the programme.
There were a number of good project concepts
some of which might have to be developed
further in order to meet the established for the
SPBCP. For all the project proposals received
by the Tearh, a resporule was either discussed
in-country or sent to the responsible authority
on the Team's return to base.

What appeared to be the priority need for many
of the countries visited was assistance with the
preparation of detailed projeet proposals which
could be presented to the SPBCP. This involves
the collection of relevant information,
negotiation with landowners, and discussions
with other potential partners in the project.
Once this has been done, a number of project
proposals could quickly get started. It is getting
the landowners to become equal partnere in a
project that is likely to drag progress with the
SPBCP. It is not surprising therefore that the
SPBCP gives great emphasis to the
participation of local groups and NGOs.
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